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OWN SHIP AT CENTER
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sitionsM1, M2, etc. The direction of the line
n of relative movement (DRM): 130˚.
e (MRM) between any two points onM1M4.
corresponding time interval (0920 - 0908 =
movement (SRM) from the Time, Distance,
s.
rship alters course or speed, the successive
ative movement line. Drop a perpendicular
e atM5. This is the CPA: 220˚, 6,900 yards.
ith this MRM and SRM obtain time inter-

inutes. ETA at CPA= 0908 + 29 = 0937.
EXAMPLE 1

CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH

Situation:
Other shipM is observed as follows:

Required:
(1) Direction of Relative Movement (DRM).
(2) Speed of Relative Movement (SRM).
(3) Bearing and range at Closest Point of Approach (CPA).
(4) Estimated time of Arrival at CPA.

Solution:
(1) Plot and label the relative po

M1 M4 through them is the directio
(2) Measure the relative distanc

M1 to M4 = 4,035 yards. Using the
12m), obtain the speed of relative
and Speed (TDS) scales: 10 knot

(3) ExtendM1M4. Providedneithe
positions ofM will plot along the rel
from R to the relative movement lin

(4) MeasureM1M5: 9,800 yards. W
val to CPA from TDS scale: 29 m

Answer:
(1) DRM 130˚.
(2) SRM 10 knots.
(3) CPA 220˚, 6,900 yards.
(4) ETA at CPA 0937.

Time Bearing Range (yards) Rel. position
0908........................ 275˚ 12,000 M1

0913........................ 270˚ 10,700 M2

0916........................ 266˚.5 10,000 M3

0920........................ 260˚ 9,000 M4
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the direction of relative movement line
e distanceM1 M3 and the interval of time

e speed (SRM) by using the TDS scale: 21
ctorer corresponding to the course and speed
llel to and in the direction ofM1 M3 with a
1 knots. The third side of the triangle,em, is
9˚, 27 knots.

s.
EXAMPLE 2

COURSE AND SPEED OF OTHER SHIP

Situation:
Own shipR is on course 150˚, speed 18 knots. ShipM is observed as follows:

Required:
(1) Course and speed ofM.

Solution:
(1) Plot M1, M2, M3, andR. Draw

(RML) from M1 throughM3. With th
betweenM1 andM3, find the relativ
knots. Draw the reference ship ve
of R. Throughr draw vectorrm para
length equivalent to the SRM of 2
the velocity vector of the shipM: 09

Answer:
(1) Course 099˚, speed 27 knot

Time Bearing Range (yards) Rel. position
1100........................ 255˚ 20,000 M1

1107........................ 260˚ 15,700 M2

1114........................ 270˚ 11,200 M3
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EXAMPLE 2

Scale: Speed 3:1;
Distance 2:1 yd.
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TIVE VECTOR

(speed triangle) to obtain the true vectorem
ts the distance (2.5 nautical miles) traveled

a true speed of 25 knots.

sary to construct own ship’s true vector origi-
f the relative plot used directly as the relative
ined, but the advantages of the conventional

s.

ositions are needed to determine whether the
r solution and graphical clarity only two rel-
les 3, 6, and 7.
EXAMPLE 3

COURSE AND SPEED OF OTHER SHIP USING RELATIVE PLOT AS RELA

Situation:
Own shipR is on course 340˚, speed 15 knots. The radar is set on the 12-mile

range scale. ShipM is observed as follows:

Required:
(1) Course and speed ofM.

Solution:
(1) PlotM andM2. Draw the relative movement line (RML) fromM1 through

M2.
(2) For the interval of time betweenM1 andM2, find the distance own shipR

travels through the water. Since the time interval is 6 minutes, the distance in
nautical miles is one-tenth of the speed ofR in knots, or 1.5 nautical miles.

(3) UsingM1M2 directly as the relative vectorrm, construct the reference ship
true vectorer to the same scale asrm (M1 - M2), or 1.5 nautical miles in length.

(4) Complete the vector diagram
of shipM. The length ofemrepresen
by shipM in 6 minutes, indicating 

Note:
In some cases it may be neces

nating at the end of the segment o
vector. The same results are obta
vector notation are lost.

Answer:
(1) Course 252˚, speed 25 knot

Note:
Although at least three relative p

relative plot forms a straight line, fo
ative positions are given in examp

Time Bearing Range (mi.) Rel. position
1000........................ 030˚ 9.0 M1

1006........................ 025˚ 6.3 M2
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IFIED

of3 m is an SRM of 11.5 knots and the MRM
equired maneuver time MRM/r3m= 6 min-

s.
utes.

ots.

e (SRM) of therequiredrelative speed vector
e distance(M1M2) and the time specified to
olution step (2), however, the magnitude
peed vector(r2m) is determined by the dis-
ng the reciprocal of the DRM to the point
s intersected. Such intersection also establish-
ctorer2. The time (25m) to complete the ma-
M (12.1 knots) and the relative distance (5

and minimum speed to make the guide plot
shortest true vector for own ship’s motion

te the speed triangle. This vector is perpendic-

omplete the maneuver is established by the
d the relative speed (11.5 knots).
EXAMPLE 4

CHANGING STATION WITH TIME, COURSE, OR SPEED SPEC

Situation:
Formation course is 010˚, speed 18 knots. At 0946 when orders are received

to change station, the guideM bears 140˚, range 7,000 yards. When on new sta-
tion, the guide will bear 240˚, range 6,000 yards.

Required:
(1) Course and speed to arrive on station at 1000.
(2) Speed and time to station on course 045˚. Upon arrival on station orders

are received to close to 3,700 yards.
(3) Course and minimum speed to new station.
(4) Time to station at minimum speed.

Solution:
(1) PlotM1 140˚, 7,000 yards andM2 240˚, 6,000 yards fromR. Drawemcor-

responding to course 010˚ and speed 18 knots. The distance of 5.0 miles from
M1 toM2 must be covered in 14 minutes. The SRM is therefore 21.4 knots. Draw
r1m parallel toM1 M2 and 21.4 knots in length. The vectorer1 denotes the re-
quired course and speed: 062˚, 27 knots.

(2) Drawer2, course 045˚, intersectingr1m the relative speed vector at the 21-
knot circle. By inspectionr2m is 12.1 knots. Thus the distanceM1M2 of 5.0 miles
will be covered in 24.6 minutes.

(3) Tomdraw a line parallel to and in the direction ofM2M3. Drop a perpen-
dicular frome to this line atr3. Vectorer3 is the course and minimum speed re-
quired to complete the final change of station: 330˚, 13.8 knots.

(4) By measurement, the lengthr
from M2 to M3 is 2,300 yards. The r
utes.

Answer:
(1) Course 062˚, speed 27 knot
(2) Speed 21 knots, time 25 min
(3) Course 330˚, speed 13.8 kn
(4) Time 6 minutes.

Explanation:
In solution step (1) the magnitud

(r1m) is established by the relativ
complete the maneuver (14m). In s
(12.1 knots) of theresultingrelative s
tance from the head of vectoremalo
where the required course (045˚) i
es the magnitude (21 knots) of ve
neuver is established by the SR
miles).

In solution step (3) the course,
alongM2M3 are established by the
that can be constructed to comple
ular to the relative vector(r3 m).

In solution step (4) the time to c
relative distance (2,300 yards) an
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the direction and speed ofN relative toR.
ite length parallel to and in the direction of
this line. At CPA,N bears 069˚, 5,200 yards

line fromN1 and the lineNMN3 is N2, the
n course and speed. Maximum range ofN
rds.

tes.
utes.
t 045˚.R to M 2,850 yards at 315˚.
 069˚.

n by own shipRand shipN are effected sep-
ation and requirements. The CPAs ofN and

of shipN relative to own shipRare then ob-
ceeding to new station and relative motion
 resumed base course and speed.

nt ofN in relation toR is parallel to the direc-
uch time thatN returns to base course and
t ofN in relation toR is parallel to vectorrm
tN will occupy relative toRwhen the ma-
EXAMPLE 5

THREE-SHIP MANEUVERS

Situation:
Own shipR is in formation proceeding on course 000˚, speed 20 knots. The

guideM bears 090˚, distance 4,000 yards. ShipN is 4,000 yards ahead of the
guide.

Required:
RandN are to take new stations starting at the same time.N is to take station

4,000 yards on the guide’s starboard beam, using formation speed.R is to take
N’s old station and elects to use 30 knots.

(1) N’s course and time to station.
(2) R’s course and time to station.
(3) CPA ofN andR to guide.
(4) CPA ofR to N.
(5) Maximum range ofR from N.

Solution:
(1) PlotR, M1, M2, andN1. Drawem. FromM1 plot N’s new stationNM, bear-

ing 090˚, distance 4,000 yards. FromM2 plot N3 bearing 090˚, distance 4,000
yards (N’s final range and bearing fromM). DrawN1NM, the DRM ofN relative
to M. Fromm, drawmnparallel to and in the direction ofN1NM intersecting the
20-knot speed circle atn. N’s course to station is vectoren: 090˚. Time to station
N1NM/mn is 6 minutes.

(2) Tom, draw a line parallel to and in the direction ofM1M2 intersecting the
30-knot speed circle atr. R’s course to station is vectorer: 017˚. Time to station
M1M2/rm is 14 minutes.

(3) FromM1 drop a perpendicular toN1NM. At CPA, N bears 045˚, 2,850
yards fromM. FromR drop a perpendicular toM1M2. At CPA, R bears 315˚,
2,850 yards fromM.

(4) Fromr drawrn. This vector is
FromN1 draw a DRM line of indefin
rn. FromRdrop a perpendicular to
from R.

(5) The intersection of the DRM
point at whichN resumes formatio
from R is the distanceRN2, 6,500 ya

Answer:
(1) N’s course 090˚, time 6 minu
(2) R’s course 017˚, time 14 min
(3) CPA ofN to M 2,850 yards a
(4) CPA ofN to R 5,200 yards at
(5) Range 6,500 yards.

Solution Key:
(1) Solutions for changing statio

arately in accordance with the situ
R to guide are then obtained.

(2) Two solutions for the motion
tained: relative motion whileN is pro
afterN has taken new station and

Explanation:
In solution step (4) the moveme

tion of vectorrn and fromN1 until s
speed. Afterwards, the movemen
and fromN2 toward that point,N3, tha
neuver is completed.
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DISTANCE

ctorr1m parallel toM1M2 and 16.5 knots in
m: 287˚, 10 knots.
yards fromR. With Ras the center describe

desired distance at CPA. FromM3 draw a line
es the relative movement line ofM(M3M4)
f 3,000 yards fromR. Throughm, draw r2m

4 intersecting the 12-knot circle (speed of
ser2: course 212˚, speed 12 knots.
e (MRM),M2M3: 3,700 yards. From the TDS
between 1736 and the time to change to new
d an SRM of 16.5 knots: 6.7 minutes. Mea-
00 yards. Measure the relative speed vector
and SRM, the elapsed time to CPA after
the TDS scale: 28 minutes. The time of CPA

wo courses would be available at 12 knots

ses and speeds.
s.

811.
EXAMPLE 6

COURSE AND SPEED TO PASS ANOTHER SHIP AT A SPECIFIED 

Situation 1:
Own shipR is on course 190˚, speed 12 knots. Other shipM is observed as

follows:

Required:
(1) CPA.
(2) Course and speed ofM.

Situation 2:
It is desired to pass ahead ofM with a CPA of 3,000 yards.

Required:
(3) Course ofR at 12 knots if course is changed when range is 13,000 yards.
(4) Bearing and time of CPA.

Solution:
(1) PlotM1 andM2 at 153˚, 20,000 yards and 153˚, 16,700 yards, respectively,

from R. Draw the relative movement line,M1M2, extended. Since the bearing is
steady and the line passes throughR, the two ships are on collision courses.

(2) Draw own ship’s velocity vectorer1 190˚, 12 knots. MeasureM1M2, the
relative distance traveled byM from 1730 to 1736: 3,300 yards. From the TDS
scale determine the relative speed, SRM, using 6 minutes and 3,300 yards: 16.5

knots. Draw the relative speed ve
length. The velocity vector ofM is e

(3) PlotM3 bearing 153˚, 13,000
a circle of 3,000 yards radius, the
tangent to the circle atM4. This plac
the required minimum distance o
parallel to and in the direction ofM3M
R) at r2. Own ship velocity vector i

(4) Measure the relative distanc
scale determine the time interval
course usingM2M3, 3,700 yards, an
sure the relative distanceM3M4: 12,6
r2m: 13.4 knots. Using this MRM
changing course is obtained from
is 1736 + 6.7 + 28 = 1811.

Note:
If M’s speed was greater thanR’s, t

to produce the desired distance.

Answer:
(1) M andR are on collision cour
(2) Course 287˚, speed 10 knot
(3) Course 212˚.
(4) Bearing 076˚, time of CPA 1

Time Bearing Range (yards) Rel. position
1730................... 153˚ 20,000 M1

1736................... 153˚ 16,700 M2
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FIED

elative vectorr1 m, construct the reference
ale asr1 m (M1M2), or 1.2 nautical miles in

(speed triangle) to obtain the true vectorem
ts the distance (1.0 nautical miles) traveled

a true speed of 10 knots.
tical miles fromR. With R as the center de-
s radius, the desired distance at CPA. From
atM4. This places the relative movement line
 distance of 1.5 nautical miles fromR.

hipM as vectore'm', terminating atM3. From
dius corresponding to the speed ofR of 12
movement line (M3M4) extended at pointr2.
ass shipM at the specified distance is vector

me at CPA may be determined by inspection
vectors by dividers or spacing dividers. Thus
8 = 1811.

an own shipR, there are two courses avail-
sired distance.

ses and speeds.
s.

811.
EXAMPLE 7

COURSE AND SPEED TO PASS ANOTHER SHIP AT A SPECI
DISTANCE USING RELATIVE PLOT AS RELATIVE VECTOR

Situation 1:
Own shipR is on course 190˚, speed 12 knots. Other shipM is observed as

follows:

Required:
(1) CPA.
(2) Course and speed ofM.

Situation 2:
It is desired to pass ahead ofM with a CPA of 1.5 nautical miles.

Required:
(3) Course ofR at 12 knots if course is changed when range is 6.5 nautical

miles.
(4)  Bearing and time of CPA.

Solution:
(1) PlotM1 andM2 at 153˚, 10.0 nautical miles and 153˚, 8.3 nautical miles,

respectively fromR. Draw the relative movement line,M1M2, extended. Since
the bearing is steady and the line passes throughR, the two ships are on collision
courses.

(2) For the interval of time betweenM1 andM2, find the distance own shipR
travels through the water. Since the time interval is 6 minutes, the distance in
nautical miles is one-tenth of the speed ofR in knots, or 1.2 nautical miles.

(3) UsingM1M2 directly as the r
ship true vectorer1 to the same sc
length.

(4) Complete the vector diagram
of shipM. The length ofemrepresen
by shipM in 6 minutes, indicating 

(5) PlotM3 bearing 153˚, 6.5 nau
scribe a circle of 1.5 nautical mile
M3 draw a line tangent to the circle
of M (M3M4) the required minimum

(6) Construct the true vector of s
e' describe a circle of 1.2 miles ra
knots intersecting the new relative
Own shipRtrue vector required to p
e'r2: course 212˚, speed 12 knots.

(7) For practical solutions, the ti
or through stepping off the relative
the time of CPA is 1736 + 6.5 + 2

Note:
If the speed of shipM is greater th

able at 12 knots to produce the de

Answer:
(1) M andR are on collision cour
(2) Course 287˚, speed 10 knot
(3) Course 212˚.
(4) Bearing 076˚, time of CPA 1

Time Bearing Range (mi.) Rel. position
1730................... 153˚ 10.0 M1

1736................... 153˚ 8.3 M2
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XIMUM

h of the vectorsr1mandr2 m: 26 knots. From
to reachM2 andM'2 are found: 15.6 minutes

inspection.M2 bears 180˚ relative because
for maximum CPA.M'2 bears 000˚ relative
nimum passing distance.

own shipR is (1) ahead of the other ship and
n the speed of the other ship. Under these con-
ollision course) only ifR lies between the

at for limiting courses, and only for these,
ad ahead or dead astern. The solution to this
a tropical storm by taking that course which
nce.

) 240˚, 1.4 miles.
minutes.
) 000˚.
EXAMPLE 8

COURSE AT SPECIFIED SPEED TO PASS ANOTHER SHIP AT MA
AND MINIMUM DISTANCES

Situation:
ShipM on course 300˚, speed 30 knots, bears 155˚, range 16 miles from own

shipR whose maximum speed is 15 knots.

Required:
(1) R’s course at 15 knots to passM at (a) maximum distance (b) minimum

distance.
(2) CPA for each course found in (1).
(3) Time interval to each CPA.
(4) Relative bearing ofM from R when at CPA on each course.

Solution:
(1) PlotM1 155˚, 16 miles fromR. Draw the vectorem300˚, 30 knots. With

e as the center, describe a circle with radius of 15 knots, the speed ofR. From
m draw the tangentsr1 m andr2 m which produce the two limiting courses for
R. Parallel to the tangents plot the relative movement lines throughM1. Course
of own ship to pass at maximum distance iser1: 000˚. Course to pass at mini-
mum distance iser2: 240˚.

(2) ThroughRdrawRM2 andRM'2 perpendicular to the two possible relative
movement lines. PointM2 bearing 180˚, 14.5 miles is the CPA for course of
000˚. PointM'2 bearing 240˚, 1.4 miles is the CPA for course 240˚.

(3) MeasureM1M2: 6.8 miles, andM1M'2: 15.9 miles.M must travel these rel-
ative distances before reaching the CPA on each limiting course. The relative

speed ofM is indicated by the lengt
the TDS scale the times required
and 36.6 minutes, respectively.

(4) Bearings are determined by
own ship’s course is along vectorer1
when own ship’s course iser2 for mi

Note:
This situation occurs only when

(2) has a maximum speed less tha
ditions, own ship can intercept (c
slopes ofM1M2 andM1M'2. Note th
CPA occurs when other ship is de
problem is applicable to avoiding
results in maximum passing dista

Answer:
(1) Course (a) 000˚; (b) 240˚.
(2) CPA (a) 180˚, 14.5 miles; (b
(3) Time (a) 16 minutes; (b) 37 
(4) Relative bearing (a) 180˚; (b
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HIP IN

27 knots to the turning point requires 3 min-
rval there is a 12 knot true speed differential
eM. Thus to establish therelative position

vanceD4 toD4' (3m 20S x 12 knots = 1,350
ibe a CPA circle of radius 9,000 yards. Draw
. This is the relative movement line required

yards. Draw a line tomparallel toM1M2 in-
is point determines the initial course,er1:

ofM at M3 bearing 055˚, 8 miles fromD1.
CPA circle and intersecting the first relative
mparallel to and in the direction ofM2M3.
e 27-knot circle atr2 is the second course re-

1 is obtained by inspection: 337˚ at 11,250

M2 is M1M2/r1m = 7.8 miles/23.2 knots =
 20 = 1020.
eg isM2M3/r2m= 8.8 miles/36.5 knots =14.2
on at 1034.

yards.
EXAMPLE 9

COURSE CHANGE IN COLUMN FORMATION ASSURING LAST S
COLUMN CLEARS

Situation:
Own shipD1 is the guide in the van of a destroyer unit consisting of four de-

stroyers (D1, D2, D3, andD4) in column astern, distance 1,000 yards.D1 is on
station bearing 090˚, 8 miles from the formation guideM. Formation course is
135˚, speed 15 knots. The formation guide is at the center of a concentric circu-
lar ASW screen stationed on the 4-mile circle.

The destroyer unit is ordered to take new station bearing 235˚, 8 miles from
the formation guide. The unit commander inD1 decides to use a wheeling ma-
neuver at 27 knots, passing ahead of the screen using two course changes so that
the CPA of his unit on each leg is 1,000 yards from the screen.

Required:
(1) New course to clear screen commencing at 1000.
(2) Second course to station.
(3) Bearing and range ofM from D1 at time of coming to second course.
(4) Time of turn to second course.
(5) TimeD1 will reach new station.

Solution:
(1) Plot own shipD1 at the center on course 135˚ with the remaining three

destroyers in column asD2, D3, D4. (D2 andD3 not shown for graphical clar-
ity.) Distance between ships 1,000 yards. Plot the formation guideM atM1 bear-
ing 270˚, 8 miles fromD1. Drawem, the speed vector ofM. It is required that
the last ship in column,D4, clearM by 9,000 yards (screen radius of 4 miles plus
1,000 yards). At the instant the signal is executed to change station, onlyD1
changes both course and speed. The other destroyers increase speed to 27 knots
but remain on formation course of 135˚ until each reaches the turning point.

D4’s movement of 3,000 yards at
utes, 20 seconds. During this inte
betweenD4 and the formation guid
of D4 to M at the instant D4 turns, ad
yards). WithD4' as a center, descr
a line fromM1 tangent to this circle
for D4 to clear the screen by 1,000
tersecting the 27-knot circle atr1. Th
194˚.2.

(2) Plot the final relative position
Draw a line fromM3 tangent to the
movement line atM2. Draw a line to
The intersection of this line and th
quired,er2: 252˚.8.

(3) Bearing and range ofM2 fromD
yards.

(4) Time interval forM to travel to
20.2 minutes. Time of turn 1000 +

(5) Time interval for the second l
minutes.D1 will arrive at new stati

Answer:
(1) Course 194˚.
(2) Course 253˚.
(3) Bearing 337˚, range 11,250 
(4) Time 1020.
(5) Time 1034.
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0 knots (wind’s course and speed). The true

knots.

ip, the direction of true wind is always on the
of the apparent wind. The difference in direc-
creases. That is, the faster a ship moves, the
ead of true wind.
EXAMPLE 10

DETERMINATION OF TRUE WIND

Situation:
A ship is on course 240˚, speed 18 knots. The relative wind across the deck is

30 knots from 040˚ relative.

Required:
Direction and speed of true wind.

Solution:
Plot er, the ship’s vector of 240˚, 18 knots. Convert the relative wind to ap-

parent wind by plottingrw 040˚ relative to ship’s head which results in a true
direction of 280˚T. Plot the apparent wind vector (reciprocal of 280˚T, 30 knots)
from the end of the vectorer. Label the end of the vectorw. The resultant vector

ewis the true wind vector of 135˚, 2
wind, therefore, isfrom 315˚.

Answer:
True wind from 315˚, speed 20 

Note:
As experienced on a moving sh

same side and aft of the direction
tions increases as ship’s speed in
more the apparent wind draws ah
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tionship between the direction from which the
course. In this problem thetruewind should
relative) when the ship is on launch course
nd speed is thus 315˚ + 32˚ = 347˚, 21 knots.

ip, the direction of true wind is always on the
of the apparent wind. The difference in direc-
creases. That is, the faster a ship moves, the
ead of true wind.
EXAMPLE 11a

DESIRED RELATIVE WIND
(First Method)

Situation:
An aircraft carrier is proceeding on course 240˚, speed 18 knots. True wind

has been determined to be from 315˚, speed 10 knots.

Required:
Determine a launch course and speed that will produce a relative wind across

the flight deck of 30 knots from 350˚ relative (10˚ port).

Solution:
Set a pair of dividers for 30 knots using any convenient scale. Place one end

of the dividers at the origineof the maneuvering board and the other on the 350˚
line, marking this pointa. Set the dividers for the true wind speed of 10 knots
and place one end on pointa, the other on the 000˚ line (centerline of the ship).
Mark this point on the centerlineb. Draw a dashed line from origineparallel to

ab. This produces the angular rela
true wind is blowing and the launch
be from 32˚ off the port bow (328˚
and speed. The required course a

Answer:
Course 347˚, speed 21 knots.

Note:
As experienced on a moving sh

same side and aft of the direction
tions increases as ship’s speed in
more the apparent wind draws ah
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nter of the arc is the direction of the ship’s

lotting sheet, strike an arc of radius equal to
true wind vector, strike an arc of radius equal

intersection is to the right of the direction
g.
(course-speed) vector can be constructed by
ection established in (4) and to the magni-
mpleting the vector triangle, the direction of

t bow.

been set at a point on the 30-knot circle 10˚
xtending in the direction from which the true
agnitude of the ship’s true vector would have
ction established for this vector would have
e deck from 10˚ off the starboard bow.

st to the center of the polar diagram.
EXAMPLE 11b

DESIRED RELATIVE WIND
(Second Method)

Situation:
A ship is on course 240˚, speed 18 knots. True wind has been determined to

be from 315˚, speed 10 knots.

Required:
Determine a course and speed that will produce a wind across the deck of 30

knots from 350˚ relative (10˚ port).

Solution:
(1) A preliminary step in the desired relative wind solution is to indicate on

the polar plotting sheet the direction from which the true wind is blowing. The
direction of the true wind is along the radial from 315˚.

(2) The solution is to be effected by first finding the magnitude of the required
ship’s true (course-speed) vector; knowing the true wind (direction-speed) vec-
tor and the magnitude (30 knots) of the relative wind vector, and that the ship’s
course should be to the right of the direction from which the true wind is blow-
ing, the vector triangle can then be constructed.

(3) Construct the true wind vectorew.
(4) With a pencil compass adjusted to the true wind (10 knots), set the point

of the compass on the 30-knot circle at a point 10˚ clockwise from the intersec-
tion of the 30-knot circle with the radial extending in the direction from which
the wind is blowing. Strike an arc intersecting this radial. That part of the radial
from the center of the plotting sheet to the intersection* represents the magni-
tude of the required ship’s true vector (21 knots). The direction of a line extend-

ing from this intersection to the ce
true vector.

(5) Frome at the center of the p
21 knots. Fromwat the head of the
to 30 knots. Label intersectionr. This
from which the true wind is blowin

(6) Alternatively, the ship’s true
drawing vectorer parallel to the dir
tude also established in (4). On co
the relative wind is 10˚ off the por

Answer:
Course 346˚, speed 21 knots.

Note:
If the point of the compass had

counterclockwise from the radial e
wind is blowing in (4), the same m
been obtained. However, the dire
been for a 30-knot wind across th

* Use that intersection close
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e intersection with the radial is the direction

lotting sheet, strike an arc of radius equal to
true wind vector, strike an arc of radius equal

intersection is to the right of the direction
g.
(course-speed) vector can be constructed by
ection established in (4) and to the magni-
mpleting the vector triangle, the direction of

t bow.

been set at a point on the 30-knot circle 10˚
xtending in the direction from which the true
agnitude of the ship’s true vector would have
ction established for this vector would have
e deck from 10˚ off the starboard bow.

st to the center of the polar diagram.
EXAMPLE 11c

DESIRED RELATIVE WIND
(Third Method)

Situation:
A ship is on course 240˚ speed 18 knots. True wind has been determined to

be from 315˚ speed 10 knots.

Required:
Determine a course and speed that will produce a wind across the deck of 30

knots from 350˚ relative (10˚ port).

Solution:
(1) A preliminary step in the desired relative wind solution is to indicate on

the polar plotting sheet the direction toward which the true wind is blowing. The
direction of the true wind is along the radial from 315˚.

(2) The solution is to be effected by first finding the magnitude of the required
ship’s true (course-speed) vector; knowing the true wind (direction-speed) vec-
tor and the magnitude (30 knots) of the relative wind vector, and that the ship’s
course should be to the right of the direction from which the true wind is blow-
ing, the vector triangle can then be constructed.

(3) Construct the true wind vectorew.
(4) With a pencil compass adjusted to the true wind (10 knots), set the point

of the compass on the 30-knot circle at a point 10˚ clockwise from the intersec-
tion of the 30-knot circle with the radial extending in the direction toward which
the wind is blowing. Strike an arc intersecting this radial. That part of the radial
from the center of the plotting sheet to the intersection* represents the magni-
tude of the required ship’s true vector (21 knots). The direction of a line extend-

ing from the center of the arc to th
of the ship’s true vector.

(5) Frome at the center of the p
21 knots. Fromwat the head of the
to 30 knots. Label intersectionr. This
from which the true wind is blowin

(6) Alternatively, the ship’s true
drawing vectorer parallel to the dir
tude also established in (4). On co
the relative wind is 10˚ off the por

Answer:
Course 346˚, speed 21 knots.

Note:
If the point of the compass had

counterclockwise from the radial e
wind is blowing in (4), the same m
been obtained. However, the dire
been for a 30-knot wind across th

* Use that intersection close
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NS

se tactical characteristics which vary widely
under varying conditions of sea and loading.
practical to solve for the relative motion that
ptable solutions can be found by eye and men-

and maneuvering board, the relative move-
ring a turn can be approximated and an esti-
ition upon completion of a turn. Ship’s
ple thumb rules applicable to own ship type

s. During the final turn the ship can be brought
tory adjustments in engine revolutions and/or

N

roduce an off-set of about 600 yards. During
(11/4 minutes at 15 knots). Plotting this ap-
aneuvering board gives a new relative posi-

urn is completed. Similarly, a new off-set
should order a left turn to formation course
s.

the direction ofM3M4 and intersecting the
 the required course of 158˚.

ing 299˚, turn left to formation course using

uver isM3M4/SRM + 2.5 minutes = 11,050
11 minutes.
PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF MANEUVERING BOARD SOLUTIO

The foregoing examples and their accompanying illustrations are based upon
the premise that ships are capable of instantaneous changes of course and speed.
It is also assumed that an unlimited amount of time is available for determining
the solutions.

In actual practice, the interval between the signal for a maneuver and its exe-
cution frequently allows insufficient time to reach a complete graphical solu-
tion. Nevertheless, under many circumstances, safety and smart seamanship
both require prompt and decisive action, even though this action is determined
from a quick, mental estimate. The estimate must be based upon the principles
of relative motion and therefore should be nearly correct. Course and speed can
be modified enroute to new station when a more accurate solution has been ob-
tained from a maneuvering board.

Allowance must be made for tho
between types of ships and also
Experience has shown that it is im
occurs during a turn and that acce
tal estimate.

By careful appraisal of the PPI
ment of own ship and the guide du
mate made of the relative pos
characteristic curves and a few sim
serve as a basis for these estimate
onto station with small compensa
course.

EXAMPLE 12

ADVANCE, TRANSFER, ACCELERATION, AND DECELERATIO

Situation:
Own shipR is a destroyer on station bearing 020˚, 8,000 yards from the guide

M. Formation course is 000˚, speed 15 knots.R is ordered to take station bearing
120˚, 8,000 yards from guide, using 25 knots.

Required:
(1) Course to new station.
(2) Bearing ofM when order is given to resume formation course and speed.
(3) Time to complete the maneuver.

Solution:
(1) Plot R at the center withM1 bearing 200˚, 8,000 yards andM2 bearing

300˚, 8,000 yards. Draw the guide’s speed vectorem 000˚, 15 knots.
By eye, it appearsRwill have to make a turn to the right of about 150˚, accel-

erating from 15 to 25 knots during the turn. Prior to reaching the new station a
reverse turn of about the same amount and deceleration to 15 knots will be re-
quired. Assume thatR averages 20 knots during each turn.

Using 30˚ rudder at 20 knots, a DD calibration curve indicates approximately
2˚ turn per second and a 600 yard tactical diameter. Thus, a 150˚ turn will re-

quire about 75 seconds and will p
the turn,M will advance 625 yards
proximate off-set distance on the m
tion of M3 at the time the initial t
position atM4 is determined whereR
and reduction of speed to 15 knot

Draw a line tomparallel to and in
25-knot speed circle atr. Vectorer is

(2) WhenM reaches pointM4 bear
30˚ rudder and slow to 15 knots.

(3) Time to complete the mane
yards/39.8 knots + 2.5 minutes = 

Answer:
(1) Course 158˚.
(2) Bearing 299˚.
(3) Time 11 minutes.
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Scale: Speed 3:1;
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es provide the mariner can be of inestimable
le danger.

tical problem encountered in the approaches
.

erely track on the scope.A is closing, but too
l hours.B is overtaking at a very slow rate.C
about an hour.D is harmless and needs only

ntain 15 knots.

the scope.
return to original course appears desirable.
ing the same approach and should cause no
own but you have about an hour’s time be-

ime Course Speed
2258 069˚ 7.5 knots
2338 182˚ 14.0 knots

Time
2250

(Both own ship andE are now
on about the same course with
E drawing very slowly astern.
CPA thus has little meaning.)
COLLISION AVOIDANCE

Numerous studies and the inventive genius of man have provided the mariner
with adequate means for virtually eliminating collisions at sea. One of the most
significant of these is radar. However, radar is merely an aid, and is no substitute
for good judgment coupled with good seamanship. Its use grants no special li-
cense in applying the Rules of the Road in a given situation. Properly interpret-

ed, however, the information it do
value in forewarning him of possib

The following example is a prac
to many of the world’s busy ports

EXAMPLE 13

AVOIDANCE OF MULTIPLE CONTACTS

Situation:
Own ship is proceeding toward a harbor entrance about 30 miles to the south-

east. Own ship’s course 145˚, speed 15 knots. Visibility is estimated to be 2
miles. Numerous radar contacts are being made. At the present time, 2235, six
pips are being plotted on the PPI scope.

Problems:
(1) By visual inspection of the PPI (Fig. 1), which of the contacts appear dan-

gerous and require plotting on a maneuvering board? (Radar is set on 20-mile
range scale.)

(2) After plotting the contacts selected in (1), what are their CPA’s, true
courses and speeds? (Fig. 2 is an example.)

(3) Assume the PPI plots indicate all contacts have maintained a steady
course and speed during your solution in (2). What maneuvering action, if any,
do you recommend? (Fig. 2 shows one possibility.)

(4) Assume that you maneuver at 2238 and all other ships maintain their
courses and speeds. What are the new CPA’s of the dangerous contacts in (2)
above? (Fig. 2 shows a possible solution.)

(5) Assume that all ships maintain course and speed from 2238 until 2300.
What will be the PPI presentation at 2300? (Fig. 3 is an example.)

(6) At what time would you return to original course and speed or make other
changes?

Solutions:
(1) ShipsE andF look dangerous. Their bearings are almost steady and range

is decreasing rapidly.F will reach the center in about one half hour. All other

contacts appear safe enough to m
slowly to be of concern for severa
should cross well clear astern in
cursory checks.

(3) Change course to 180˚, mai

(5) See Fig. 3.D has faded from 
(6) With F well clear at 2300, a

ApparentlyA, B, andC also are mak
trouble. The intentions ofE are unkn
fore convergence.

CPA T
(2) ShipF ... 1,700 yds.

ShipE ... 1,900 yds.

CPA
 (4) ShipF ...   6,300 yds.

ShipE ... 17,700 yds.
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EXAMPLE 13 Figure 1

PPI SCOPE (20-mile scale)
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EXAMPLE 13  Figure 2

Scale: Speed 2:1;
Distance 3:1 yd.
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EXAMPLE 13  Figure 3

PPI SCOPE (20-mile scale)
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INING

tive plot (relative vector), 6 minutes. Vector
drawn 2.0 miles in length in true direction

15 knots, is drawn 1.5 miles in length in true

ndr'.
et the initial plots (A1, B1, andC1) in the
dashed liner-r' ; label each such offset plotr'.
straight line from the offset initial plot,r',

. The linesr'A2, r'B2, andr'C2 represent the
a course change to 065˚ and speed change

e movement lines for all contacts indicates
and speed, all contacts will plot along their

s at safe distances from own shipRon course

pon the use of the relative plot as the relative
. With each contact maintaining true course
ntact remains static while own ship’s vector
and changed in magnitude corresponding to
EXAMPLE 14

AVOIDANCE OF MULTIPLE CONTACTS WITHOUT FIRST DETERM
THE TRUE COURSES AND SPEEDS OF THE CONTACTS

Situation:
Own shipR is on course 000˚, speed 20 knots. With the relative motion pre-

sentation radar set at the 12-mile range setting, radar contacts are observed as
follows:

Required:
(1) Determine the new relative movement lines for contactsA, B, andCwhich

would result from own ship changing course to 065˚ and speed to 15 knots at
time 1006.

(2) Determine whether such course and speed change will result in desirable
or acceptable CPA’s for all contacts.

Solution:
(1) With the center of the radarscope as their origin, draw own ship’s true vec-

tors er ander' for the speed in effect or to be put in effect at times 1000 and
1006, respectively. Using the distance scale of the radar presentation, draw each
vector of length equal to the distance own shipR will travel through the water

during the time interval of the rela
er, having a speed of 20 knots, is
000˚; vectorer', having a speed of
direction 065˚.

(2) Draw a dashed line betweenr a
(3) For ContactsA, B, andC, offs

same direction and distance as the
(4) In each relative plot, draw a

through the final plot (A2 or B2 or C2)
new RML’s which would result from
to 15 knots at time 1006.

Answer:
(1)  New DRM of ContactA 280˚.

New DRM of ContactB 051˚.
New DRM of ContactC 028˚.

(2) Inspection of the new relativ
that if all contacts maintain course
respective relative movement line
065˚, speed 15 knots.

Explanation:
The solution method is based u

vector as illustrated in Example 4
and speed, theemvector for each co
is rotated aboute to the new course
the new speed.

Bearing
Time 1000
Range (mi.) Rel. position

ContactA 050˚ 9.0 A1

ContactB 320˚ 8.0 B1

ContactC 235˚ 8.0 C1

Bearing
Time 1006
Range (mi.) Rel. position

ContactA 050˚ 7.5 A2

ContactB 333˚ 6.0 B2

ContactC 225˚ 6.0 C2
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Scale: 12-mile range setting
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APHICAL PLOT

ersal of the procedure in relative motion so-
lot and own ship’s true vector, the true vec-
. See Example 3.

r 0212 plots of the other ship can be used as
vector diagram. Using the time 0200 plot as
minutes for vector magnitude, the line per-
e movement line would be drawn from the

n the true motion mode of operation of a ra-
nd of the Interscan (electronic bearing cursor)
ally set, in the direction of own ship’s course
peed. With the contact at this point, initially,
oint in the direction of its true course at a rate

ime passes, a vector triangle is being continu-
e vertices are the initial point, the position of
terscan. The side of the triangle between the
ct is therm vector, the origin of which is at the

end of the Interscan at the contact, and, after
erated, extending therm vector beyond own
EXAMPLE 15

DETERMINING THE CLOSEST POINT OF APPROACH FROM THE GEOGR

Situation:
Own ship is on course 000˚, speed 10 knots. The true bearings and ranges of

another ship are plotted from own ship’s successive positions to form a geo-
graphical (navigational) plot:

Required:
(1) Determine the Closest Point of Approach.

Solution:
(1) Since the successivetimedpositions of each ship of the geographical plot

indicate rate of movement and true direction of travel for each ship, each line
segment between successive plots represents a true velocity vector. Equal spac-
ing of the plots timed at regular intervals and the successive plotting of the true
positions in a straight line indicate that the other ship is maintaining constant
course and speed.

(2) The solution is essentially a reversal of the procedure in relative motion
solutions in which, from the relative plot and own ship’s true vector, the true
vector of the other ship is determined. Accordingly, the true vectors from the
two true plots for the same time interval, 0206-0212 for example, are subtracted
to obtain the relative vector .

(3) The relative (DRM-SRM) vectorrm is extended beyond own ship’s 0212
position to form the relative movement line (RML).

(4) The closest point of approach (CPA) is found by drawing a line from own
ship’s 0212 plot perpendicular to the relative movement line.

Answer:
(1) CPA 001˚, 2.2 miles.

Explanation:
This solution is essentially a rev

lutions in which, from the relative p
tor of the other ship is determined

Notes:
(1) Either the time 0200, 0206, o

the origin of the true vectors of the
the origin and a time interval of 6
pendicular to the extended relativ
time 0206 plot of own ship.

(2) A practical solution for CPA i
dar is based on the fact that the e
moves from the point, at which initi
at a rate equivalent to own ship’s s
the contact moves away from the p
equivalent to its speed. Thus, as t
ously generated. At any instant, th
the contact, and the end of the In
end of the Interscan and the conta
end of the Interscan.

The CPA is found by setting the
the vector triangle has been gen
ship’s position of the PPI.

Time Bearing Range (mi.) True position
0200 074˚ 7.3 T1

0206 071˚ 6.3 T2

0212 067˚ 5.3 T3

rm em er–=( )
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Scale: Distance: 1:1 mi.
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ITHIN A
TE

drawr1 m13.6 knots in length, parallel to
1 is 147˚.5, 16.2 knots.
ich requires an SRM of 20.6 knots for one
torer2 is 125˚.5, 18.2 knots.
fromR at 1600.

ots.
ots.

hin 10 miles of the guide for 1 hour,M must
prior to 1600. The required magnitudes of
intervals 1500 to 1600 and 1600 to 1630 to-
n are combined with the true vector of the
e vectors for own ship.
EXAMPLE 16

COURSE AND SPEED BETWEEN TWO STATIONS, REMAINING W
SPECIFIED RANGE FOR SPECIFIED TIME INTERVAL ENROU

Situation:
Own shipR is on station bearing 280˚, 5 miles from the guideM which is on

course 190˚, speed 20 knots.

Required:
At 1500 proceed to new station bearing 055˚, 20 miles, arriving at 1630. Re-

main within a 10-mile range for 1 hour. The commanding officer elects to pro-
ceed directly to new station adjusting course and speed to comply.

(1) Course and speed to remain within 10 miles for 1 hour.
(2) Course and speed required at 1600.
(3) Bearing ofM at 1600.

Solution:
(1) Plot the 1500 and 1630 positions ofM at M1 andM3, respectively. Draw

the relative motion line,M1M3, intersecting the 10-mile circle atM2. Drawem.
MeasureM1M2: 13.6 miles. The time required to transit this distance is 1 hour

at an SRM of 13.6 knots. Throughm
and in the directionM1M3. Vectorer

(2) MeasureM2M3, 10.3 miles, wh
half hour. Throughm drawr2 m. Vec

(3) By inspection,M2 bears 226˚ 

Answer:
(1) Course 148˚, speed 16.2 kn
(2) Course 126˚, speed 18.2 kn
(3) Bearing 226˚.

Explanation:
Since own shipRmust remain wit

not plot alongM1M2 farther thanM2

the relative speed vectors for time
gether with their common directio
guide to obtain the two true cours
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Scale: Speed 3:1;
Distance 2:1 mi.
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DISTANCE

7.5 miles. Time to complete the maneuver:

range circle,M is dead astern ofR bearing

ified range in minimum time,R must travel
e at maximum speed. The shortest distance is
d at the position occupied byM at the instant
le.
determine hypothetical relative positions of

problem starts. Referring to thegeograph-
ionR'and proceeds outward along some ra-
own course at 30 knots. IfM moves toward

en course of 120˚, speed 15 knots, it should
e 18-mile circle. At this instant, the problem
18 miles distant fromM. However, own
is position is not yet known. During the time
ts,M moves 9 miles at 15 knots fromM' on

ed second relative position ofM' from R', 9
is then transferred to therelative plot.
EXAMPLE 17

COURSE AT MAXIMUM SPEED TO OPEN RANGE TO A SPECIFIED 
IN MINIMUM TIME

Situation:
Own shipRhas guideM bearing 240˚, range 12 miles. The guide is on course

120˚, speed 15 knots. Own ship’s maximum speed is 30 knots.

Required:
Open range to 18 miles as quickly as possible.
(1) Course at 30 knots.
(2) Time to complete the maneuver.
(3) Bearing of guide upon arrival at specified range.

Solution:
The key to this solution is to find that relative position (M') of the guide that

could existbefore the problems starts in order to be able to draw the RML
through the given relative position(M1) andM' to intersect the specified range
circle.

(1) PlotRandM1. AboutRdescribe a circle of radius 18 miles. Drawem. On
the reciprocal ofM’s course plotM' 9 miles fromR.

Draw a line throughM' andM1 and extend it to intersect the 18-mile range
circle atM2.

Throughmdrawrm parallel to and in the directionM1M2. The intersection of
rm and the 30-knot speed circle is the course required to complete the maneuver
in minimum time. Vectorer is 042˚.6, 30 knots.

(2) SRM is 30.5 knots. MRM is
14.8 minutes.

(3) Upon reaching the 18-mile
222˚.6.

Answer:
(1) Course 043˚.
(2) Time 15 minutes.
(3) Bearing 223˚.

Explanation:
For R to open or close to a spec

the shortest geographical distanc
along the radius of a circle centere
R reaches the specified range circ

In the “opening range” problem,
M andR that could existbefore the
ical plot, assumeRstarts from posit
dius 18 miles in length on an unkn
its final position atM2 along the giv
arrive atM2 the instantR reaches th
conditions are satisfied byR being
ship’s course required to reach th
intervalRopens 18 miles at 30 kno
M’s track. This provides the need
miles bearing 300˚. This position 

Speed ofM
Speed ofR
---------------------------- 18 miles× 9 miles=
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 DISTANCE

8.3 miles. Time to complete the maneuver:

ge circle,M is dead ahead ofRon a bearing

ified range in minimum time,R must travel
e at maximum speed. The shortest distance is
d at the position occupied byM at the instant
le.
determine hypothetical relative positions of
oblem ends. Referring to thegeographical
1 and proceeds inward along some radius
s. IfM moves toward its final position atM2

d 15 knots, it should arrive atM2 the instantR
stant the problem conditions are satisfied al-
course is not yet known. Assume thatRcon-
peed through the 2 miles to the center of the
the center on course 020˚, speed 15 knots.
se 2 miles at 24 knots,M opens 1.25 miles.
relative position ofM' from R': 1.25 miles,

 transferred to therelative plot.
EXAMPLE 18

COURSE AT MAXIMUM SPEED TO CLOSE RANGE TO A SPECIFIED
IN MINIMUM TIME

Situation:
Own shipR has the guideM bearing 280˚, range 10 miles. The guide is on

course 020˚, speed 15 knots. Own ship’s maximum speed is 24 knots.

Required:
Close range to 2 miles as quickly as possible.
(1) Course at 24 knots.
(2) Time to complete the maneuver.
(3) Bearing of guide upon arrival at the specified range.

Solution:
The key to this solution is to find that relative position (M') of the guide that

could existafter the problem starts in order to be able to draw the RML through
the given relative position (M1) andM' to intersect the specified range circle.

(1) PlotR andM1. AboutR describe a circle of radius 2 miles. Drawem. On
M’s course plotM' 1.25 miles fromR.

Draw a line throughM' andM1. The intersection of this line and the 2-mile range
circle isM2.

To mdraw a line parallel to and in the directionM1M2. The intersection of this
line and the 24-knot speed circle is the course required to complete the maneu-
ver in minimum time. Vectorer is 309˚.8, 24 knots.

(2) SRM is 23.6 knots. MRM is
21.1 minutes.

(3) Upon reaching the 2-mile ran
309˚.8.

Answer:
(1) Course 310˚.
(2) Time 21 minutes.
(3) Bearings 310˚.

Explanation:
For R to open or close to a spec

the shortest geographical distanc
along the radius of a circle centere
R reaches the specified range circ

In the “closing range” problem,
M andR that could existafter the pr
plot, assumeR starts from positionR
on an unknown course at 24 knot
along the given course 020˚, spee
reaches the 2-mile circle. At this in
though the solution for own ship’s
tinues on the same course and s
circle while M moves away from
During the time intervalRmoves the
This provides the needed second
bearing 020˚. This position is then

Speed ofM
Speed ofR
----------------------- 2 miles× 1.25 miles=
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RANGE

M1M2. CPA is 148˚.9, 3.1 miles.

reater than that ofM, a special case exists in
 as remaining within a specified range.

, example 18, determine hypothetical rela-
existafter the problem ends. Referring to
rts from positionR1 and proceeds inward
course at 9 knots.M is on course 230˚ at 18

ghM2, R reaches the 10-mile limiting range
onditions are satisfied although the solution
tinues on the same course and speed the 10
ileM moves away from the center on course
time intervalR closes 10 miles at 9 knots,M
rovides the needed second relative position of
This position is then transferred to therela-
EXAMPLE 19

COURSE AT MAXIMUM SPEED TO REMAIN WITHIN A SPECIFIED 
FOR MAXIMUM TIME

Situation:
ShipM bears 110˚, 4 miles fromR. M is on course 230˚, 18 knots. Maximum

speed ofR is 9 knots.

Required:
Remain within a 10-mile range ofM for as long as possible.
(1) Course at maximum speed.
(2) Bearing ofM upon arrival at specified range.
(3) Length of time within specified range.
(4) CPA.

Solution:
(1) Plot R andM. About R describe circles of radius 9 knots and range 10

miles. Drawem. OnM’s course, plotM' 20 miles fromR.

Draw a line throughM' andM1. The intersection of the 10-mile range circle and
M'M1 is M2, the point beyond which the specified or limiting range is exceeded.
Throughm draw rm parallel to and in the directionM1M2. The intersection of
rm and the 9-knot speed circle is the course required forR, at 9 knots, to remain
within 10 miles ofM. Vectorer is 220˚.8, 9 knots.

(2) Upon arrival at limiting range atM2, M is dead ahead ofRbearing 220˚.8.
(3) The time interval within specified range is:

(4) Drop a perpendicular fromR to

Note:
WhenR’s speed is equal to or g

which there is no problem insofar

Answer:
(1) Course 221˚.
(2) Bearing 221˚.
(3) Time 79 minutes.
(4) CPA 149˚, 3.1 miles.

Explanation:
As in the “closing range” problem

tive positions ofM andR that could
thegeographical plot, assumeR sta
along some radius on an unknown
knots. At the instantM passes throu
at R2. At this instant the problem c
is not yet known. Assume thatRcon
miles to the center of the circle wh
230˚, speed 18 knots. During the
opens 20 miles at 18 knots. This p
M' from R', 20 miles bearing 230˚.
tive plot.

Speed ofM
Speed ofR
----------------------- 10 miles× 20 miles=

M1M2

rm
------------- 12 miles

9.1 knots
------------------ 78.8 minutes= =
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CIFIED

specified range is:

limiting range indefinitely ifM1 falls outside
awn to the limiting range circle fromM'.

outside of a given range for maximum time,
sitions ofM andR that could existbefore the
raphical plot, assumeR starts from posi-

ng some radius on an unknown course at 10
position atM2 along the given course 210˚,
the instantR reaches the 10 mile circle at

ditions are satisfied although the solution for
n. During the time interval required forR to
knots,M moves fromM' to M2, 18 miles at
10˚. This provides the needed second relative
fromR'. This position is then transferred to

iles
nots

--------- 34.2 minutes=
EXAMPLE 20

COURSE AT MAXIMUM SPEED TO REMAIN OUTSIDE OF A SPE
RANGE FOR MAXIMUM TIME

Situation:
ShipM bears 020˚, 14 miles from own shipR. M is on course 210˚, speed 18

knots. Maximum speed ofR is 10 knots.

Required:
Remain outside a 10-mile range fromM for as long as possible.
(1) Course at maximum speed.
(2) Bearing ofM upon arrival at specified range.
(3) Time interval before reaching specified range.

Solution:
(1) PlotR andM1. Aboute andR, describe circles of radius 10 knots and 10

miles. Drawem. On the reciprocal ofM’s course, plotM' 18 miles fromR.

Draw a line throughM' andM1 intersecting the 10-mile range circle atM2 and
M3.

To mdraw a line parallel to and in the direction ofM1M2 intersecting the 10-
knot speed circle atr1 andr2. M2 ander1 are selected for use in completing the
solution.M2 is the first point at which limiting range is reached andr1m is the
minimum relative speed vector which gives the maximum time. Vectorer1 is
175˚.9, 10 knots.

(2) Upon arrival at limiting range at pointM2, M is dead astern ofR bearing
355˚.9.

(3) The time interval outside of 

Note:
Own ship can remain outside the

the area between two tangents dr

Answer:
(1) Course 176˚.
(2) Bearing 356˚.
(3) Time 34 minutes.

Explanation:
To determine a course to remain

determine hypothetical relative po
problem starts. Referring to thegeog
tion R' and proceeds outward alo
knots. If M moves toward its final
speed 18 knots, it should arrive atM2

R2. At this instant the problem con
own ship’s course is not yet know
move fromR' to R2, 10 miles at 10
18 knots along the given course 2
positions.M' bears 030˚, 18 miles
therelative plot.

Speed ofM
Speed ofR
---------------------------- 10 miles× 18 miles=

M1M2

r 1m
------------- 6.3 m

11.1 k
------------=
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s and positions determined by the conditions

eed of advance of a ship zig-zagging are con-
and speed of a fictitious ship which departs

me simultaneously with the actual ship, and
tual ship at the same final position. The prin-
ples are just as valid for a fictitious ship as for
plot and speed triangle. Ageographical plot
 of this type.

VER

h initial positionM1. PlotM1 andM2, M’s
5˚, distance 15 miles. PlotMF1, the fictitious
00˚, 10 miles fromM2. MF1 to MF2 is the fic-

f1 andMF1 to therelative plot. MF1MF3 is
oblem solution. Drawrm2 parallel to and in
ection ofrm2 and the 12-knot speed circle

 in changing stations whileM maneuvers.
neuver is obtained from the TDS scale using
F3 and the SRM ofrmf.
USE OF A FICTITIOUS SHIP

The examples given thus far have been confined to ships that have either main-
tained constant courses and speeds during a maneuver or else have engaged in a
succession of such maneuvers requiring only repeated application of the same
principles. When one of the ships alters course and/or speed during a maneuver,
a preliminary adjustment is necessary before these principles can be applied.

This adjustment consists, in effect, of substituting afictitious ship for the
ship making the alteration. This fictitious ship is presumed to:

(1) maintain a constant course and speed throughout the problem (this is the
final course and speed of the actual ship).

(2) start and finish its run at time
established in the problem.

For example, the course and sp
sidered to be the constant course
from a given position at a given ti
arrives simultaneously with the ac
ciples discussed in previous exam
an actual ship, both in the relative
facilitates the solution of problems

EXAMPLE 21

ONE SHIP ALTERS COURSE AND/OR SPEED DURING MANEU

Situation:
At 0630 shipM bears 250˚, range 32 miles.M is on course 345˚, speed 15

knots but at 0730 will change course to 020˚ and speed to 10 knots.

Required:
Own shipR takes station 4 miles on the starboard beam ofM using 12 knots

speed.
(1) Course to comply.
(2) Time to complete maneuver.

Solution:
The key to this solution is to determine the 0630 position of afictitious ship

that by steering course 020˚, speed 10 knots, will pass through the actual ship’s
0730 position. In this way the fictitious ship travels on a steady course of 020˚
and speed 10 knots throughout the problem.

(1) PlotR, M1, andM3. Drawem1 andem2/emf.

Construct ageographical plotwit
0630-0730 travel along course 34
ship’s initial position, on bearing 2
titious ship’s 0630-0730 travel.

Transfer the relative positions oM
the required DRM and MRM for pr
the direction ofMF1MF3. The inters
is the course,er: 303˚, required byR

(2) The time to complete the ma
fictitious ship’s MRM fromMF1 to M

Answer:
(1) Course 303˚.
(2) Time 2 hours 29 minutes.
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UVER

mf1 construct the SRM vector parallel to
. Vectorer1 is the required course of 040˚.)
0-1200 track, use a relative plot. Drawer2,
given as 105˚, 15 knots. At this stage of the
own shipR to maneuver relative to a new
040˚, 10.8 knots from part (1) is the fictitious
the fictitious ship’s vector. From pointr2

to intersect the 15-knot speed circle atr3.
2˚ required byR in changing station.
raw a time line fromr2 using any convenient
r1 drawr1Y parallel tor3X. Similar trian-
ided into proportional time intervals for the
t leg: 1 hour 22 minutes. The remainder of

d leg.

ative construction of the time line as defined
line can be drawn to a convenient scale. The

onstructing similar triangles. See Note with
EXAMPLE 22

BOTH SHIPS ALTER COURSE AND/OR SPEED DURING MANE

Situation:
At 0800M is on course 105˚, speed 15 knots and will change course to 350˚,

speed 18 knots at 0930. Own shipR is maintaining station bearing 330˚, 4 miles
from M. R is ordered to take station bearing 100˚, 12 miles fromM, arriving at
1200.

Required:
(1) Course and speed forR to comply if maneuver is begun at 0800.
(2) Course forR to comply if R delays the course change as long as possible

and remains at 15 knots speed throughout the maneuver.
(3) Time to turn to course determined in (2).

Solution:
Since the relative positions ofR andM at the beginning and end of the ma-

neuver and the time interval for the maneuver are given, the solution for (1) can
be obtained directly from ageographical plot. Solve the remainder of the prob-
lem using arelative plot.

(1) Using a geographical plot, lay outM’s 0800-1200 track through pointsM1,
M2, andM3. Plot R1 andR3 relative toM1 andM3, respectively. The course of
040˚ fromR1 to R3 can be measured directly from the plot.Rwill require a speed
of 10.8 knots to move 43.4 miles in 4 hours.

(This solution can be verified on the relative plot. First, using a geographical
plot, determine the 0800 position of afictitious ship, MF1, such that by depart-
ing this point at 0800 on course 350˚, 18 knots it will arrive at pointMF2 simul-
taneously with the maneuvering shipM. MF1 bears 141˚, 41.7 miles fromM1.
Transfer the positions ofM1 andMF1 to the relative plot. PlotR andM2. Draw

the fictitious ship’s vector,emf1. To
MF1 MF2 and 13.8 knots in length

(2) To find the two legs ofR’s 080
own ship’s speed vector which is
solution, disregardM and consider
fictitious ship. Own ship on course
ship used. Label vectorer1 asemf2,
draw a line throughmf2 extended
Drawer3, the second course of 01

(3) To find the time on each leg d
scale. Throughr3 drawr3X. Through
gles exist; thus, the time line is div
two legs: XY is the time on the firs
the 4 hours is spent on the secon

Answer:
(1) Course 040˚, 10.8 knots.
(2) Course 012˚.
(3) Time 0922.

Note:
In the above example, an altern

in the glossary is used so that the
proportionality is maintained by c
example 24.
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RESENT

ent station, relative distances out and in are
ime varies inversely as speed:

specified time (3h) is obtained by simple pro-

e line is the line joining the heads of vectors
e head of vectoreminto segments inversely
own shipR on the first (out) and second (in)
rnative construction is used so that the line can
he proportionality is maintained by construct-

e speed (in)
 speed (out)

------------------------
r 1m (in)

r 2m (out)
-------------------=
EXAMPLE 23

COURSES AT A SPECIFIED SPEED TO SCOUT OUTWARD ON P
BEARING AND RETURN AT A SPECIFIED TIME

Situation:
Own shipR is maintaining station onM which bears 110˚, range 5 miles. For-

mation course is 055˚, speed 15 knots.

Required:
Commencing at 1730, scout outward on present bearing and return to present

station at 2030. Use 20 knots speed.
(1) Course for first leg.
(2) Course for second leg.
(3) Time to turn.
(4) Maximum distance from the guide.

Solution:
(1) PlotRandM1. Drawem. The DRM “out” is along the bearing ofM from

R. The DRM “in” is along the bearing ofR from M. Throughmdraw a line par-
allel to the DRM’s intersecting the 20-knot circle atr1 andr2. Vectorr1m is the
DRM “out”. Vectorer1 is 327˚.8, the course “out”.

(2) Vectorr2m is the DRM “in”. Vectorer2 is 072˚, the course “in”.
(3) To find the time on each leg, draw a time line fromr1 using any convenient

scale. Throughr2 drawr2X. Throughm drawmY parallel tor2X. Similar trian-
gles exist; thus, the time line is divided into proportional time intervals for the
two legs. XY is the time on the first leg, 41 minutes. The remainder of the time
is spent on the second leg returning to station.

(4) Range ofM when course is changed to “in” leg is 21.7 miles. Initial range
+ (r1m x time on “out” leg).

Answer:
(1) Course 328˚.
(2) Course 072˚.
(3) Time 1811.
(4) Distance 21.7 miles.

Explanation:
Since own shipR returns to pres

equal. In going equal distances, t

Therefore, the time out part of the
portion or graphically.

As defined in the glossary, the tim
er1 ander2. This line is divided by th
proportional to the times spent by
legs. In the above example an alte
be drawn to a convenient scale. T
ing similar triangles.

time (out)
time (in)
------------------- relativ

relative
--------------=
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HIN

.2 knot circle which is the minimum speed

line using any convenient scale. Drawr1X.
t Y divides the time line into parts that are
ve speedsr2mf andr1mf. XY the time “in” is
ours 39 minutes. Time on each leg may also
 the formula MRM/SRM=time.

urse 317˚.

s.

lossary, is the line joining the heads of vec-
ad of the fictitious ship vectoremf. This time
ictitious ship vector into segments inversely
 the unit on the first and second legs.
ative construction of the time line is used so
nvenient scale. The proportionality is main-
gles.
EXAMPLE 24

COURSES AND MINIMUM SPEED TO CHANGE STATIONS WIT
A SPECIFIED TIME, WHILE SCOUTING ENROUTE

Situation:
Own shipR bears 130˚, 8 miles from the guideM which is on course 040˚,

speed 12 knots.

Required:
Proceed to new station bearing 060˚, 10 miles from the guide, passing through

a point bearing 085˚, 25 miles from the guide. Complete the maneuver in 4.5
hours using minimum speed.

(1) First and second courses forR.
(2) Minimum speed.
(3) Time to turn to second course.

Solution:
(1) PlotM1, M2 andM3. Drawem. Frommdraw lines of indefinite length par-

allel to and in the direction ofM1M2 andM2M3. Assume that afictitious ship,
MF, departsM1 simultaneously withM and proceeds directly toM3 arriving at
the same time asM which traveled throughM2 enroute. The fictitious ship cov-
ers a relative distance of 10.5 miles in 4.5 hours. SRM of the fictitious ship is
2.3 knots. Tomdrawmfm2.3 knots in length parallel to and in the direction of
M1M3. Vectoremfis the true course and speed vector of the fictitious ship. With
mfas a pivot, rotate a straight line so that it intersects the two previously drawn
lines on the same speed circle. The points of intersection arer1 andr2. Vector
er1 is the course out: 049˚. Vectorer2 is the course in: 316˚.9.

(2) Vectorsr1 andr2 lie on the 17
to complete the maneuver.

(3) Fromr2 lay off a 4.5 hour time
Draw mfY parallel tor1X. The poin
inversely proportional to the relati
51 minutes. Yr2 the time “out” is 3 h
be determined mathematically by

Answer:
(1) First course 049˚, second co
(2) Speed 17.2 knots.
(3) Time 3 hours and 39 minute

Note:
The time line, as defined in the g

torser1 ander2 and touching the he
line is divided by the head of the f
proportional to the times spent by

In the above example, an altern
that the line can be drawn to a co
tained by constructing similar trian
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 ONLY

until it intersectsB1 atZ.
torer1, draw a line parallel toYZ. This estab-
rse and speed. The head of theemvector of

el toYZ. It is now necessary to find the DRM
ange by own ship. The intersection of the two

tive movement from the heads of own ship’s
ctorem.
change made to produce a good bearing drift,
he new direction of relative movement is ob-
en in steps (3) through (7). The lines drawn
ent from the heads of vectorer1 ander2 in-
hipM is on course 170˚ at 10 knots.
RM is found as 28.4 knots during the sec-

ce traveled during the second set of observa-

set of observations, lay off the relative dis-
l toB4 until it intersectsB6. Label this point
e of the last bearing.

s.
 at 61 miles.

bearings observed at equal intervals. For un-
proportion:

Time difference betweenB2 andB3

Distance fromP2 to X
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.=
EXAMPLE 25

COURSE, SPEED, AND POSITION DERIVED FROM BEARINGS

Situation:
Own ship is on course 090˚, speed 15 knots. The true bearings of another ship

are observed as follows:

At 1600 own ship changes course to 050˚ and increases speed to 22 knots. The
following bearings of shipM are then observed:

Required:
(1) Course and speed of shipM.
(2) Distance ofM at time of last bearing.

Solution:
(1) Draw own ship’s vectorer1.
(2) Plot first three bearings and label in order observed,B1, B2, andB3.
(3) At any point onB1, construct perpendicular which intersectsB2 andB3.

Label these pointsP1, P2, andP3.
(4) Measure the distanceP1 to P2 and plot pointX at the same distance from

P2 towardsP3.
(5) FromX draw a line parallel toB1 until it intersectsB3. Label this intersec-

tion Y.

(6) FromY draw a line throughP2 
(7) From head of own ship’s vec

lishes the DRM on the original cou
shipM lies on the line drawn parall
following a course and/or speed ch
lines drawn in the direction of rela
vector establishes the head of ve

(8) Following course and speed
three more bearings are plotted; t
tained following the procedure giv
in the directions of relative movem
tersect at the head of the vectorem. S

(9) From relative vectorr2m, the S
ond set of observations.

(10) Compute the relative distan
tions (MRM 56.8 mi.).

(11) On the lineZYfor the second
tanceZA. FromA draw a line paralle
B. This is the position ofM at the tim

Answer:
(1) Course 170˚, speed 10 knot
(2) Position ofM at 1830: 274˚.5

Note:
These procedures are based on

equal intervals, use the following 

Time Bearing

1300 010˚

1430 358˚

1600 341˚

Time Bearing

1630 330˚

1730 302˚

1830 274˚.5

Time difference betweenB1 andB2

Distance fromP1 to P2
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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g own ship’s course and speed vector.
0,000 yard circle) around advanced position.

h a radius of 15 nautical miles (the assumed

until it intersects the edge of the maneu-
is on both sides of the ship’s head. The true
e limiting lines of approach.
“Mq” until they are tangent to the Torpedo
ting picture.

ards.

˚.
 310˚ - 050˚.

e read clockwise.
ubmarine maintains a constant speed through-

data were chosen for example purposes and
ates. Consult appropriate intelligence publica-
EXAMPLE 26

LIMITING LINES OF APPROACH
(single ship)

Situation:
Own shipR’s course and speed is 000˚, 20 knots. At 0930, both sonar and ra-

dar report a contact bearing 085˚, distance 22,500. At 0931, radar loses contact
and at 0932 sonar loses contact. Last known position was 085˚, distance 20,000.
Datum error is 1,000 yards.

Required:
(1) Advanced position.
(2) Limiting lines of approach for submarine with maximum quiet speed of

15 knots.

Solution:
(1) PlotR at center of maneuvering board and draw the vector “er” 000˚, 20

knots.
(2) Plot datum position from own ship (085˚, 20,000 yards).
(3) Plot datum error (circle of radius 1,000 yards) around datum.
(4) Compute own ship’s advanced position using the formula:

(5) Plot advanced position alon
(6) Plot Torpedo Danger Zone (1
(7) From “r”, describe an arc wit

quiet speed of the submarine).
(8) Draw the tangent vector “eMq”

vering board plotting circle. Do th
bearing of the tangent lines are th

(9) Parallel the tangent vectorse
Danger Zone to complete the plot

Answer:
(1) Advanced position = 4,444 y
(2) Left side limiting line = 310˚.

Right side limiting line = 050
Limiting lines of approach =

Notes:
(1) Limiting lines of approach ar
(2) This example assumes the s

out the approach.
(3) The submarine and torpedo

should NOT be used as real estim
tions for correct data.

Torpedo Firing Range
Torpedo Speed

----------------------------------------------------- Vessel Speed× 10,000 yds
45 kts

-------------------------- 20 kts× 4,444 yds==
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lves an error (i.e., datum error) and a main
nt (with an associated Torpedo Danger Zone
o R becomes tangential lines drawn from
d leg corresponding to a forward or aft DRM

40 miles
7.5 knots

------------------------ 2 hrs 17 mins=

0 ''t1'' 1817=+

 miles
knots
--------------- 5 hrs 43 mins=

0 ''t2'' 2143=+
EXAMPLE 27a

CONES OF COURSES
Solution: 1

Situation:
Own shipR is on course 000˚, 15 knots. At 1600, submarineM is reported

bearing 325˚, 40 miles fromR. Maximum assumed speed forM is 10 knots.

Required:
(1) Courses at 10 knots the submarineM will steer to interceptR.
(2) Time of the first and last intercept opportunities for submarineM against

R at the assumed speed of 10 knots.

Solution:
(1) Plot the 1600 position of the submarineM 325˚, 40 miles fromR. Draw

the vector “er” 000˚, 15 knots. FromM, draw a DRM line toR and from “r”
draw the vector “rm” parallel and in the same direction as the DRM. With “e”
as the center, describe an arc with radius of 10 knots, the assumed speed ofM.
The pointsem1 and em2 where the arc intersects the “rm” vector, define the
courses at 10 knots that the submarine will steer to interceptR. Courses between
“em1” and “em2” are lower assumed speed intercepts and “emL”, the perpendic-
ular line fromR to “rm”, is the course for the lowest possible assumed speed at
which the submarine can move and still interceptR.

(2) Parallel the “em1” and “em2” lines as vectors to the 1600 position atM and
extend “er” until it crosses these vectors; the area enclosed by these 3 vectors
represents the true geographic area through which the submarine will move at
or below 10 knots to interceptR. The elapsed times to the first (“t1”) and the last
(“t 2”) intercept opportunities is obtained by dividing the relative distance at
1600 (RM) by the respective relative speed (“rm1” and “rm2”).

Answer:
(1) Courses 024˚ to 086˚.

Note:
If the submarine’s position invo

body or convoy formation is prese
(TDZ) around it) the DRM fromM t
“ r” with a high speed and low spee
on the formation.

(2) ''t1''
RM

''rm1''
--------------

1
-==

T1 160=

''t2''
RM

''rm2''
-------------- 40

7
-----==

T2 160=
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lves an error (i.e., datum error) and a main
nt (with an associated Torpedo Danger Zone
o R becomes tangential lines drawn from
d leg corresponding to a forward or aft DRM

 miles
5 knots
------------------ 2 hrs 17 mins=

0 ''t1'' 1817=+

 miles
knots
--------------- 5 hrs 43 mins=

0 ''t2'' 2143=+
EXAMPLE 27b

CONES OF COURSES
Solution: 2

Situation:
Own shipR is on course 000˚, 15 knots. At 1600, submarineM is reported

bearing 325˚, 40 miles fromR. Maximum assumed speed forM is 10 knots.

Required:
(1) Courses at 10 knots the submarineM will steer to interceptR.
(2) Time of the first and last intercept opportunities for submarineM against

R at the assumed speed of 10 knots.

Solution:
(1) Plot the 1600 position of the submarineM 325˚, 40 miles fromR. Draw

the vector “er” 000˚, 15 knots. FromM, draw a DRM line toR and from “r”
draw the vector “rm” parallel and in the same direction as the DRM. With “e”
as the center, describe an arc with radius of 10 knots, the assumed speed ofM.
The pointsEM1 andEM2 where the arc intersects the “rm” vector, define the
courses at 10 knots that the submarine will steer to interceptR. Courses between
“em1” and “em2” are lower assumed speed intercepts and “em2”, the perpendic-
ular line fromR to “rm”, is the course for the lowest possible assumed speed at
which the submarine can move and still interceptR.

(2) Parallel the “em1” and “em2” lines as vectors to the 1600 position atM and
extend “er” until it crosses these vectors; the area enclosed by these 3 vectors
represents the true geographic area through which the submarine will move at
or below 10 knots to interceptR. The elapsed times to the first (“t1”) and the last
(“t 2”) intercept opportunities is obtained by dividing the relative distance at
1600 (RM) by the respective relative speed (“rm1” and “rm2”).

Answer:
(1) Courses 024˚ to 086˚.

(2)

Note:
If the submarine’s position invo

body or convoy formation is prese
(TDZ) around it) the DRM fromM t
“ r” with a high speed and low spee
on the formation.

''t1''
RM

''rm1''
--------------

40
17.
-------==

T1 160=

''t2''
RM

''rm2''
--------------

40
7
-----==

T2 160=
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ED

the enemy.

of the position of the enemy, assumed to be
also verified. Then the minimum divergence
(e.g., 2 - 3times the range of fire of torpedoes
n range). Adding up the selected values, with

osition of the enemy K0.
cle from the position of the maneuvering ship
d triangle at the point of tangency, we obtain

sselKm1 or Km2 which the latter must steer in
.

previous course after taking evasive action
ually executed after the bearing on the point

nemy vessel changes more than 90˚.

r S d,+ +
EXAMPLE 28

EVASIVE ACTION AGAINST A TARGET MOVING AT SLOW SPE

Situation:
A vessel possessing a speed advantage is always capable of taking evasive ac-

tion against a slow-moving enemy. It may be necessary to take evasive action
against a slow-moving enemy. For example, when a surface vessel is attempting
to evade attack by a submarine.

Required:
The essence of the problem is to find the course for the maneuvering ship at

which no matter how the enemy maneuvers he will not be able to come any clos-
er than distance D (Torpedo/Missile Danger Zone) to the maneuvering ship. In
order to accomplish this, the maneuvering ship should press the slow-moving
enemy at a relative bearing greater than critical.

Solution:
Evasive action is graphically calculated in the following manner. The posi-

tion of the slow-moving enemy vesselK0 is plotted on a maneuvering board and
the distance it travels from the moment of detection to the beginning of evasive
action is calculated:

whereT1 = time at which evasive action begins;

T0 = time of detection of 

The accuracy of determination
within the datum error zone, (r) is
from the enemy (d) is determined
or 1.5 to 2 times the sonar detectio
a radius of:

we have a circle about the initial p
Constructing a tangent to this cir

(pointM0) and, constructing a spee
the course of the maneuvering ve
order to avoid meeting the enemy

Note:
As a rule, the point of turn to the

is not calculated and the turn is us
of detection of the slow-moving e

S Vk T1 T0–( )=

D1=
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IFIED

tes the required course and speed: 062˚, 27

secting the relative speed vectorrm1 at the
knots. Thus the relative distanceM1M2 of
.6 minutes.

Rafter closing. Throughr draw a line par-
Drop a perpendicular frome to this line at
inimum speed required to complete the final
s.
ofrm3 is an SRM of 11.5 knots; the distance

rm3 is the required maneuver time: 6 min-

s.
utes.

ots.
EXAMPLE 29

CHANGING STATION WITH TIME, COURSE, OR SPEED SPEC

Situation:
Formation course is 010˚, speed 18 knots. At 0946 when orders are received

to change station, the guideRbears 140˚, range 7,000 yards. When on new sta-
tion, the guide will bear 240˚, range 6,000 yards.

Required:
(1) Course and speed to arrive on station at 1000.
(2) Speed and time to station on course 045˚. Upon arrival on station orders

are received to close to 3,700 yards.
(3) Course and minimum speed to new station.
(4) Time to station at minimum speed.

Solution:
(1) PlotM1 320˚, 7,000 yards andM2 060˚, 6,000 yards fromR. Drawer cor-

responding to course 010˚ and speed 18 knots. The relative distance of 10,000
yards fromM1 to M2 must be covered in 14 minutes. SRM is therefore 21.4
knots. Drawrm1 parallel toM1M2, and 21.4 knots in length. On completing the

vector diagram, the vectorem1 deno
knots.

(2) Draw em2, course 045˚, inter
21-knot circle. The lengthrm2 is 12.1
10,000 yards will be covered in 24

(3) PlotM3 060˚, 3,700 yards from
allel to and in the direction ofM2M3.
m3. Vectorem3 is the course and m
change of station: 330˚, 13.8 knot

(4) By measurement, the length
from M2 to M3 is 2,300 yards.M2M3/
utes.

Answer:
(1) Course 062˚, speed 27 knot
(2) Speed 21 knots, time 25 min
(3) Course 330˚, speed 13.8 kn
(4) Time 6 minutes.
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toN1NR. At CPA,N bears 045˚, 2,850 yards
lar toM1M2. At CPA, M bears 315˚, 2,850

N1 to N2 to N3. PlotN3 bearing 135˚, 5,700
e relative speed vectormn. Draw a relative
nd in the same direction asmn. WhenN ar-
base course the relative speed betweenM and
relative movement line parallel to and in

s intersect atN2. FromM1 drop a perpendic-
69˚, 5,200 yards fromM.
formation course and speedN2, is the max-
ds.

tes.
utes.

45˚;M to R 2,850 yards at 315˚.
t 069˚.

nt ofN in relation toM is parallel to the di-
til such time thatN returns to base course

ent ofN in relation toM is parallel to vector
, thatN will occupy relative toM when the
EXAMPLE 30

THREE-SHIP MANEUVERS

Situation:
Own shipM is in formation proceeding on course 000˚, speed 20 knots. The

guideR bears 090˚, distance 4,000 yards. ShipN is 4,000 yards ahead of the
guide.

Required:
M andN are to take new stations starting at the same time.N is to take station

4,000 yards on the guide’s starboard beam using formation speed.M is to take
N’s old station and elects to use 30 knots.

(1) N’s course and time to station.
(2) M’s course and time to station.
(3) CPA ofM andN to guide.
(4) CPA ofM to N.
(5) Maximum range ofM from N.

Solution:
(1) PlotRat the center withM1 at 270˚, 4,000 yards;M2 andN1 at 000˚, 4,000

yards. Drawer 000˚, 20 knots. FromR plot N’s new stationNR, bearing 090˚,
distance 4,000 yards. In relation toR, N moves fromN1 to NR. Fromr, draw a
line parallel to and in the direction ofN1 NRand intersecting the 20-knot speed
circle atn. N’s course to station is vectoren: 090˚. Time to stationN1 NR/rn is
6 minutes.

(2) In relation toR, M moves fromM1 to M2. Fromr, drawrm parallel to and
in the direction ofM1M2 and intersecting the 30-knot speed circle atm. M’s
course to station is vectorem: 017˚. Time to stationM1M2/rm is 14 minutes.

(3) FromRdrop a perpendicular
from R. FromR drop a perpendicu
yards fromR.

(4) In relation toM, N travels from
yards fromM1. From pointmdraw th
movement line fromN1 parallel to a
rives on new station and returns to
N is the same asrm. FromN3 draw a
the same direction asrm. These line
ular to lineN1N2. At CPA,N bears 0

(5) The point at whichN resumes
imum range ofN from M; 6,500 yar

Answer:
(1) N’s course 090˚, time 6 minu
(2) M’s course 017˚, time 14 min
(3) CPA:N to R 2,850 yards at 0
(4) CPA ofN to M 5,200 yards a
(5) Range 6,500 yards.

Explanation:
In solution step (4), the moveme

rection of vectormnand fromN1 un
and speed. Afterwards, the movem
rm and fromN2 toward that point,N3

maneuver is completed.
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DISTANCE

CPA of 3,000 yards fromR. Fromr draw a
ction asM1M2, intersecting the 12-knot speed
ctor 212˚, 12 knots.
r toM2. When own ship reachesM2, R will
istanceM1M2, 12,600 yards, and the relative
this distance and speed, the elapsed time to
le: 28 minutes. The time at CPA is 1743 + 28

811.
EXAMPLE 31

COURSE AND SPEED TO PASS ANOTHER SHIP AT A SPECIFIED 

Situation:
At 1743 own shipM is on course 190˚, speed 12 knots. Another shipR is ob-

served bearing 153˚, 13,000 yards on course 287˚, speed 10 knots. It is desired
to pass ahead ofR with a CPA of 3,000 yards.

Required:
(1) Course ofM at 12 knots.
(2) Bearing ofR and time at CPA.

Solution:
(1) PlotR at the center ofM1 bearing 333˚, 13,000 yards fromR. Draw the

other ship’s vectorer 287˚, 10 knots. WithRas a center, describe a circle of ra-
dius 3,000 yards. FromM1 draw a line tangent to the circle atM2. This satisfies

the requirement of passing with a
line parallel to and in the same dire
circle atm. Drawem, own ship’s ve

(2) FromR drop a perpendicula
bear 076˚. Measure the relative d
speed vectorrm, 13.4 knots. Using
CPA is obtained from the TDS sca
= 1811.

Answer:
(1) Course 212˚.
(2) Bearing 076˚, time at CPA 1
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XIMUM

h of the vectorsrm1 andrm2: 26 knots. From
to reachM2 andM'2 are found: 15.6 minutes

inspection.Rbears 180˚ relative because own
aximum CPA.Rbears 000˚ relative when

m passing distance.

own shipM is (1) ahead of the other ship and
n the speed of the other ship. Under these con-
ollision course) only ifR lies between the

at for limiting courses, and only for these,
ad ahead or dead astern. The solution to this
a tropical storm by taking that course which
nce.

) 240˚, 1.4 miles.
minutes.
) 000˚.
EXAMPLE 32

COURSE AT SPECIFIED SPEED TO PASS ANOTHER SHIP AT MA
AND MINIMUM DISTANCES

Situation:
ShipR on course 300˚, speed 30 knots, bears 155˚, range 16 miles from own

shipM whose maximum speed is 15 knots.

Required:
(1) M’s course at 15 knots to passR at (a) maximum distance, (b) minimum

distance.
(2) CPA for each course found in (1).
(3) Time interval to each CPA.
(4) Relative bearing ofR from M when at CPA on each course.

Solution:
(1) PlotM1 335˚, 16 miles fromR. Draw the vectorer 300˚, 30 knots. Withe

as the center, draw a circle with radius of 15 knots, the speed ofM. Fromr draw
the tangentsrm1 andrm2 which produce the two limiting courses forM. Parallel
to the tangents plot the relative movement lines fromM1. Course of own ship to
pass at maximum distance isem1: 000˚. Course to pass at minimum distance is
em2: 240˚.

(2) ThroughRdrawRM2 and RM'2 perpendicular to the two possible relative
movement lines.R bearing 180˚, 14.5 miles fromM2 is the CPA for course of
000˚.R bearing 240˚, 1.4 miles fromM'2 is the CPA for course 240˚.

(3) MeasureM1M2: 6.8 miles, andM1M'2: 15.9 miles.M must travel these rel-
ative distances before reaching the CPA on each limiting course. The relative

speed ofM is indicated by the lengt
the TDS scale the times required
and 36.6 minutes, respectively.

(4) Bearings are determined by
ship’s course is along vectorem1 for m
own ship’s course isem2 for minimu

Note:
This situation occurs only when

(2) has a maximum speed less tha
ditions, own ship can intercept (c
slopes ofM1M2 andM1M'2. Note th
CPA occurs when other ship is de
problem is applicable to avoiding
results in maximum passing dista

Answer:
(1) Course (a) 000˚; (b) 240˚.
(2) CPA (a) 180˚, 14.5 miles; (b
(3) Time (a) 16 minutes; (b) 37 
(4) Relative bearing (a) 180˚; (b
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HIP IN

ning point at 27 knots. The distance is equal

rds about the advanced position of the guide
point) tangent to the circle. This is the rel-
to clear the screen by 1,000 yards on the

to this line and intersecting the 27-knot cir-
ial course of 194˚.2.
ofD1 atD1' bearing 235˚, 8 miles fromR.
9,000 yard circle and intersecting the first
a line parallel to and in the direction of

this line and the 27-knot circle atm2 is the

1" is 337˚ at 11,250 yards.
oD1" is:D1D1"/rm1 = 7.8 miles/23.2 knots
 + 20 = 1020.
leg is:D1"D1'/rm2 = 8.8 miles/36.5 knots =

 station at 1034.

yards.

0 yards 1 666 yards,=
EXAMPLE 33

COURSE CHANGE IN COLUMN FORMATION ASSURING LAST S
COLUMN CLEARS

Situation:
Own shipD1 is the guide in the van of a destroyer unit consisting of four de-

stroyers (D1, D2, D3, andD4) in column astern, distance 1,000 yards.D1 is on
station bearing 090˚, 8 miles from the formation guideR. Formation course is
135˚, speed 15 knots. The formation guide is at the center of a concentric circu-
lar ASW screen stationed on the 4-mile circle.

The destroyer unit is ordered to take new station bearing 235˚, 8 miles from
the formation guide. The unit commander inD1 decides to use a wheeling ma-
neuver at 27 knots, passing ahead of the screen using two course changes so that
the CPA of his unit on each leg is 1,000 yards from the screen.

Required:
(1) New course to clear screen commencing at 1000.
(2) Second course to station.
(3) Bearing and range ofR andD1 at time of coming to second course.
(4) Time of turn to second course.
(5) TimeD1 will reach new station.

Solution:
(1) Plot the formation guideRat the center. Plot own shipD1 bearing 090˚, 8

miles fromR. Plot the remaining three destroyers in column astern ofD1, dis-
tance between ships 1,000 yards. Drawer, the speed vector ofR, 135˚, 15 knots.
It is required that the destroyer column clearR by a minimum of 9,000 yards
(screen radius of 4 miles plus 1,000 yards). At the instant the signal is executed,
only D1 changes both course and speed. The other destroyers increase speed to
27 knots but remain on formation course of 135˚ until each reaches the turning
point. AdvanceR along the formation course the distanceR would move at 15

knots whileD4 advances to the tur
to:

Draw a circle of radius 9,000 ya
R'. Draw a line fromD1 (the turning
ative movement line required forD4
first leg. Draw a line fromr parallel
cle atm1. This producesem1, the init

(2) Plot the final relative position
Draw a line fromD1' tangent to the
relative movement line atD1". Draw
D1"D1' from r. The intersection of
second course required,em2 252˚.8.

(3) Bearing and range ofR from D
(4) Time interval forD1 to travel t

= 20.2 minutes. Time of turn 1000
(5) Time interval for the second

14.2 minutes.D1 will arrive at new

Answer:
(1) Course 194˚.
(2) Course 253˚.
(3) Bearing 337˚, range 11,250 
(4) Time 1020.
(5) Time 1034.

Speed ofR
Speed ofD4
------------------------- 3 00,×
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NS

se tactical characteristics which vary widely
under varying conditions of sea and loading.
practical to solve for the relative motion that
ptable solutions can be found by eye and men-

and maneuvering board, the relative move-
ring a turn can be approximated and an esti-
ition upon completion of a turn. Ships’
ple thumb rules applicable to own ship type

s. During the final turn the ship can be brought
tory adjustments in engine revolutions and/or

N

nsfer of about 600 yards. During the turn,R
at 15 knots). Plotting this approximate off-
oard gives a new relative position ofM3 at the
imilarly, a new off-set position atM4 is de-
ation course and reduction of speed to 15

4 and intersecting the 25-knot speed circle
rse of 158˚.
th R bearing 299˚, turn left to formation
 to 15 knots.
uver isM3M4/SRM + 2.5 minutes = 11,050
11 minutes.
PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF MANEUVERING BOARD SOLUTIO

The foregoing examples and their accompanying illustrations are based upon
the premise that ships are capable of instantaneous changes of course and speed.
It is also assumed that an unlimited amount of time is available for determining
the solutions.

In actual practice, the interval between the signal for a maneuver and its exe-
cution frequently allows insufficient time to reach a complete, graphical solu-
tion. Nevertheless, under many circumstances, safety and smart seamanship
both require prompt and decisive action, even though this action is determined
from a quick, mental estimate. The estimate must be based upon the principles
of relative motion and therefore should be nearly correct. Course and speed can
be modified enroute to new station when a more accurate solution has been ob-
tained from a maneuvering board.

Allowance must be made for tho
between types of ships and also
Experience has shown that it is im
occurs during a turn and that acce
tal estimate.

By careful appraisal of the PPI
ment of own ship and the guide du
mate made of the relative pos
characteristic curves and a few sim
serve as a basis for these estimate
onto station with small compensa
course.

EXAMPLE 34

ADVANCE, TRANSFER, ACCELERATION, AND DECELERATIO

Situation:
Own shipM is a destroyer on station bearing 020˚, 8,000 yards from the guide

R. Formation course is 000˚, speed 15 knots.M is ordered to take station bearing
120˚, 8,000 yards from guide, using 25 knots.

Required:
(1) Course to new station.
(2) Bearing ofR when order is given to resume formation course and speed.
(3) Time to complete the maneuver.

Solution:
(1) Plot R at the center withM1 bearing 020˚, 8,000 yards andM2 bearing

120˚, 8,000 yards. Draw guide’s vector,er, 000˚, 15 knots.
By eye, it appearsM will have to make a turn to the right of about 150˚, ac-

celerating from 15 to 25 knots during the turn. Prior to reaching the new station
a reverse turn of about the same amount and deceleration to 15 knots will be re-
quired. Assume thatM averages 20 knots during each turn.

Using 30˚ rudder at 20 knots, a DD calibration curve indicates approximately
2˚ turn per second and a 600 yard diameter. Thus, a 150˚ turn will require about

75 seconds and will produce a tra
will advance 625 yards (11/4 minutes
set distance on the maneuvering b
time the initial turn is completed. S
termined where a left turn to form
knots should be ordered.

Draw a line fromr parallel toM3M
atm. Vectorem is the required cou

(2) WhenM reaches pointM4 wi
course using 30˚ rudder and slow

(3) Time to complete the mane
yards/39.8 knots + 2.5 minutes = 

Answer:
(1) Course 158˚.
(2) Bearing 299˚.
(3) Time 11 minutes.
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00 yards. Approximate distances for any
omputed if desired; however, the above quan-
be sufficient. Repeated application of either

nd also offer the advantage of not using ex-

s well as fall back, a turn of 45˚ toone side
original course will produce a 300 yard trans-

the relative movement line is relatively very
rove most desirable.

es in an attempt to travel a line fromM1 to
ar astern of the new station. Even a simple
,600 yards, almost twice the desired move-

sing courses of 165˚ and 285˚ three times per
ack approximately 2,000 yards, within 150
to station can be effected by normal station

ly shifting the rudder between maximum posi-
tions.
MANEUVERING BY SEAMAN’S EYE

In many circumstances it is impossible to use a maneuvering board in the solution
of relative movement problems. When the distance between old and new stations is
short and well abaft the beam, it may be impractical to attempt to complete the the-
oretically required turns and travel along anM1M2 path. In such cases, a reduction
in speed, fishtailing, or various modifications of a fishtail may be required.

In the following example, it is assumed that a destroyer type ship is proceed-
ing at formation speed and using standard rudder which yields a perfect turning
circle of 1,000 yards diameter and 3,150 yards circumference. It is also assumed
that a 13% reduction in speed is produced by large turns.

Based upon these assumptions, a ship using a 45˚ fishtail either side of for-
mation course will fall behind old station by about 400 yards. By using a 60˚

fishtail, it will drop back about 7
amount of course change can be c
tities used as thumb rules should
will produce larger “drop backs” a
cessive sea room.

If it is desired to move laterally a
onlyand then immediate return to
fer and a 200 yard drop back.

If time is not a consideration and
short, a reduction in speed may p

EXAMPLE 35

Situation:
Own shipM is on formation course 225˚, speed 15 knots, with guideRbear-

ing 000˚, 3,000 yards.

Required:
Take station 2,000 yards broad on the port beam of the guide.

Solution:
An attempt to solve this problem by normal maneuvering board procedures

will prove impractical.M2 is directly astern ofM1 at a distance of 2,150 yards.

Any combination of course chang
M2 will result in own ship falling f
360˚ turn will drop own ship back 3
ment.

By fishtailing 60˚ to either side u
side, own ship will drop straight b
yards of station. Final adjustment
keeping maneuvers such as rapid
tions or reduction in engine revolu
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CHANGING STATIONS BY
FISHTAIL METHOD

EXAMPLE 35
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on axis. Drawer corresponding to guide’s

2 oriented to the new axis. The original sta-
ept the stations are now relative to the new ax-

movement line (DRM) fromM1 throughM2.
direction of relative movement intersecting

ourse 293˚, speed 20 knots.

n relative to the new axis.
EXAMPLE 36

FORMATION AXIS ROTATION—GUIDE IN CENTER

Situation:
The formation is on course 240˚, speed 15 knots. The formation axis is 130˚.

The guide is in station Zero and own ship is in station 6330. The OTC rotates
the formation axis to 070˚. Stationing speed is 20 knots.

Required:
(1) Course at 20 knots to regain station relative to the new formation axis,

070˚.

Solution:
(1) Mark the initial and new formation axes at 130˚ and 070˚, respectively.

Plot the guide’s station in the center (station Zero) and label asR. Plot own
ship’s initial positionM1 on circle 6 in a direction from the formation center

330˚ relative to the initial formati
course 240˚ and speed 15 knots.

(2) Plot own ship’s new positionM
tion assignments are retained, exc
is.

(3) Draw the direction of relative
(4) Throughr draw a line in the

the 20-knot circle atm.
(5) Own ship’s true vector isem: c

Answer:
(1) Course 293˚ to regain statio
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Scale: Speed 3:1;
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ding to guide’s course 275˚ and speed 18

2 oriented to the new formation axis; plot
o the new formation axis.
istances ofS1 andS2 from R1 andR2, respec-

ring and distance ofS1 from R1 asM1 and the
M2.

presents the required DRM for own ship to
xis, draw a line throughr in the direction of

ourse 291˚, speed 20 knots.

n relative to the new axis.
EXAMPLE 37

FORMATION AXIS ROTATION—GUIDE OUT OF CENTER
FORMATION CENTER KEPT IN CENTER OF PLOT

Situation:
The formation is on course 275˚, speed 18 knots. The formation axis is 190˚.

The guide is in station 3030 and own ship is in station 7300. The OTC rotates
the formation axis to 140˚. Stationing speed is 20 knots.

Required:
(1) Course at 20 knots to regain station relative to the new formation axis,

140˚.

Solution:
(1) Mark the initial and new formation axes at 190˚ and 140˚, respectively.

Plot the guide’s initial stationR1 on circle 3 in a direction from the formation
center 30˚ relative to the initial formation axis. Plot own ship’s initial stationS1

on circle 7 in a direction from the formation center 300˚ relative to the initial

formation axis. Drawer correspon
knots.

(2) Plot the guide’s new stationR
own ship’s new stationS2 oriented t

(3) Measure the bearings and d
tively.

(4) From the center, plot the bea
bearing and distance ofS2 from R2 as

(5) Since the line fromM1 to M2 re
regain station relative to the new a
relative movement.

(6) Own ship’s true vector isem: c

Answer:
(1) Course 291˚ to regain statio
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n ship’s station atM1 in the direction and
guide to its position relative to the new axis.

 asM2.
e movement lines (DRM) fromM2 through

direction of relative movement intersecting

ourse 291˚, speed 20 knots.

n relative to the new axis.

y move relative to the initial formation center
ed during the formation maneuver, all initial
on must be moved in the same direction and
nt of the guide to its new position.
EXAMPLE 38

FORMATION AXIS ROTATION—GUIDE OUT OF CENTER

Situation:
The formation is on course 275˚, speed 18 knots. The formation axis is 190˚.

The guide is in station 3030 and own ship is in station 7300. The OTC rotates
the formation axis to 140˚. Stationing speed is 20 knots.

Required:
(1) Course at 20 knots to regain station relative to the new formation axis,

140˚.

Solution:
(1) Mark the initial and new formation axes at 190˚ and 140˚, respectively.

Plot the guide’s stationR1 on circle 3 in a direction from the formation center
30˚ relative to the initial formation axis. Plot own ship’s stationM1 on circle 7
in a direction from the formation center 300˚ relative to the initial formation ax-
is. Drawer corresponding to guide’s course 275˚ and speed 18 knots.

(2) Plot the guide’s station,R2, oriented to the new formation axis. Plot own
ship’s positionM3 oriented to the new axis. The original station assignments are
retained, except the stations are now relative to the new axis.

(3) Shift the initial position of ow
distance of the fictitious shift of the
Mark the initial position so shifted

(4) Draw the direction of relativ
M3.

(5) Throughr draw a line in the
the 20-knot circle atm.

(6) Own ship’s true vector isem: c

Answer:
(1) Course 291˚ to regain statio

Explanation:
Since the guide does not actuall

while maintaining course and spe
positions of stations in the formati
distance as the fictitious moveme
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ITHIN A
TE

draw rm1 13.6 knots in length, parallel to
1 is 147˚.5, 16.2 knots.
ich requires an SRM of 20.6 knots for one

orem2 is 125˚.5, 18.2 knots.
omM2 at 1600.

ots.
ots.

ithin 10 miles of the guide for 1 hour,M
anM2 prior to 1600. The required magni-
s for time intervals 1500 to 1600 and 1600 to
irection are combined with the true vector of
urse vectors for own ship.
EXAMPLE 39

COURSE AND SPEED BETWEEN TWO STATIONS, REMAINING W
SPECIFIED RANGE FOR SPECIFIED TIME INTERVAL ENROU

Situation:
Own shipM is on station bearing 280˚, 5 miles from the guideRon formation

course 190˚, speed 20 knots.

Required:
At 1500 own shipM is ordered to proceed to new station bearing 055˚, 20

miles, arriving at 1630 and to remain within a 10-mile range for 1 hour. The
commanding officer elects to proceed directly to new station, adjusting course
and speed as necessary to comply with the foregoing requirements.

(1) Course and speed to remain within 10 miles for 1 hour.
(2) Course and speed required at 1600.
(3) Bearing ofR at 1600.

Solution:
(1) Plot the 1500 and 1630 positions ofM at M1 andM3, respectively. Draw

the relative motion line,M1M3, intersecting the 10-mile circle atM2. Draw er.
MeasureM1M2: 13.6 miles. The time required to transit this distance is 1 hour

at an SRM of 13.6 knots. Throughr
and in the directionM1M3. Vectorem

(2) MeasureM2M3, 10.3 miles, wh
half hour. Throughr drawrm2. Vect

(3) By inspection,R bears 226˚ fr

Answer:
(1) Course 148˚, speed 16.2 kn
(2) Course 126˚, speed 18.2 kn
(3) Bearing 226˚.

Explanation:
Since own shipM must remain w

must not plot alongM1M2 farther th
tudes of the relative speed vector
1630 together with their common d
the guide to obtain the two true co
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FIED

range circle,R is dead astern ofM bearing

ified range in minimum time,M must travel
e at maximum speed. The shortest distance is
d at the position occupied byRat the instant

cle.
determine hypothetical relative positions of

problem starts. Referring to thegeograph-
itionM' and proceeds outward along some

known course at 30 knots. IfRmoves toward
n course of 120˚, speed 15 knots, it should

e 18-mile circle. At this instant, the problem
18 miles distant fromR. However, own

is position is not yet known. During the time
nots,Rmoved 9 miles at 15 knots fromR' to

d relative position ofM' from R', 9 miles bear-
sferred to therelative plot.

18 miles 9 miles=
EXAMPLE 40

COURSE AT MAXIMUM SPEED TO OPEN RANGE TO A SPECI
DISTANCE IN MINIMUM TIME

Situation:
Own shipM has guideRbearing 240˚, range 12 miles. The guide is on course

120˚, speed 15 knots. Own ship’s maximum speed is 30 knots.

Required:
Open range to 18 miles as quickly as possible.
(1) Course at 30 knots.
(2) Time to complete the maneuver.
(3) Bearing of guide upon arrival at specified range.

Solution:
The key to this solution is to find that relative position (M') of the guide that

could existbefore the problem starts in order to be able to draw the RML
through the given relative position (M1) andM' to intersect the specified range
circle.

(1) Plot R andM1. About R describe a circle of radius 18 miles. Drawer.
Along R’s course plotM' 9 miles fromR.

Draw a line throughM' andM1 and extend it to intersect the 18-mile range
circle atM2.

Fromr drawrm parallel to and in the directionM1M2. The intersection ofrm
and the 30-knot speed circle is the course required to complete the maneuver in
minimum time. Vectorem is 042˚.6, 30 knots.

(2) SRM is 30.5 knots. MRM is 7.5 miles. Time to complete the maneuver:
14.8 minutes.

(3) Upon reaching the 18-mile
222˚.6.

Answer:
(1) Course 043˚.
(2) Time 15 minutes.
(3) Bearing 223˚.

Explanation:
For M to open or close to a spec

the shortest geographical distanc
along the radius of a circle centere
M reaches the specified range cir

In the “opening range” problem,
M andR that could existbefore the
ical plot, assumeM starts from pos
radius 18 miles in length on an un
its final position atR2 along the give
arrive atR2 the instantM reaches th
conditions are satisfied byM being
ship’s course required to reach th
intervalM opened 18 miles at 30 k
R2.

This provides the needed secon
ing 120˚. This position is then tran

Speed ofR
Speed ofM
---------------------------- 18 miles 9 miles=×

Speed ofM
Speed ofR
---------------------------- ×
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 IN MINIMUM TIME

8.3 miles. Time to complete the maneuver:

ge circle,R is dead ahead ofM on a bearing

t, assumeM starts from positionM1 and
ius on an unknown course at 24 knots. IfR
t2 along the given course 020˚, speed 15
ntM reaches the 2-mile circle. At this in-
atisfied although the solution for own ship’s

hatM continues on the same course and speed
ter of the circle whileR moves away from
d 15 knots. During the time interval thatM
pens 1.25 miles.

relative position ofM' from R': 1.25 miles,
 transferred to therelative plot.

miles 1.25 miles=
EXAMPLE 41

COURSE AT MAXIMUM SPEED TO CLOSE RANGE TO A SPECIFIED DISTANCE

Situation:
Own shipM has the guideR bearing 280˚, range 10 miles. The guide is on

course 020˚, speed 15 knots. Own ship’s maximum speed is 24 knots.

Required:
Close range to 2 miles as quickly as possible.
(1) Course at 24 knots.
(2) Time to complete the maneuver.
(3) Bearing of guide upon arrival at the specified range.

Solution:
The key to this solution is to find that relative position(M') of the guide that

could existafter the problem starts in order to be able to draw the RML through
the given relative position (M1) andM' to intersect the specified range circle.

(1) Plot R and M1. About R describe a circle of radius 2 miles. Drawer,
guide’s speed vector 020˚, 15 knots. On reciprocal ofR’s course plotM' 1.25
miles fromR.

Draw a line throughM' andM1. The intersection of this line and the 2-mile
range circle isM2.

Fromr draw a line parallel to and in the directionM1M2. The intersection of
this line and the 24-knot speed circle atm is the course required to complete the
maneuver in minimum time. Vectorem 309˚.8, 24 knots.

(2) SRM is 23.6 knots. MRM is
21.1 minutes.

(3) Upon reaching the 2-mile ran
309˚.8.

Answer:
(1) Course 310˚.
(2) Time 21 minutes.
(3) Bearing 310˚.

Explanation:
Referring to thegeographical plo

proceeds inward along some rad
moves toward its final position aR
knots, it should arrive atR2 the insta
stant the problem conditions are s
course is not yet known. Assume t
through the 2 miles toM' at the cen
the center on course 020˚, spee
moves these 2 miles at 24 knots,R o

This provides the needed second
bearing 200˚. This position is then

Speed ofR
Speed ofM
---------------------------- 2 miles 1.25 miles=×

Speed ofR
Speed ofM
---------------------------- 2×
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RANGE

M1M2. CPA is 148˚.9, 3.1 miles.

reater than that ofR, a special case exists in
 as remaining within a specified range.

, example 39, determine hypothetical rela-
existafter the problem ends. Referring to
rts from positionM1 and proceeds inward

n course at 9 knots.R is on course 230˚ at 18
ghR2, M reaches the 10-mile limiting range
onditions are satisfied although the solution
tinues on the same course and speed for 10
ileR moves away from the center on course
me intervalM closes 10 miles toward the cen-

cond relative position ofR' from M', 20 miles
 transferred to therelative plot.

0 miles 20 miles=
EXAMPLE 42

COURSE AT MAXIMUM SPEED TO REMAIN WITHIN A SPECIFIED 
FOR MAXIMUM TIME

Situation:
ShipRbears 110˚, 4 miles fromM. R is on course 230˚, 18 knots. Maximum

speed ofM is 9 knots.

Required:
Remain within a 10-mile range ofR for as long as possible.
(1) Course at maximum speed.
(2) Bearing ofR upon arrival at specified range.
(3) Length of time within specified range.
(4) CPA.

Solution:
(1) PlotRat the center andM1 bearing 290˚, 4 miles fromR. AboutRdescribe

arcs of radius 9 knots and 10 miles. Drawer 230˚, 18 knots. Along the recipro-
cal ofR’s course, plotM' 20 miles fromR.

Draw a line throughM' andM1. The intersection ofM'M1 and the 10-mile
range circle isM2, the point beyond which the specified or limiting range is ex-
ceeded. Throughr draw a line parallel to and in the directionM1M2. The inter-
section of this line at pointm on the 9-knot speed circle is the required course
to remain within 10 miles ofR. Vectorem is 220˚.8, 9 knots.

(2) Upon arrival at limiting range atM2, R is dead ahead ofM bearing 220˚.8.
(3) The time interval within specified range is:

(4) Drop a perpendicular fromR to

Note:
WhenM’s speed is equal to or g

which there is no problem insofar

Answer:
(1) Course 221˚.
(2) Bearing 221˚.
(3) Time 79 minutes.
(4) CPA 149˚, 3.1 miles.

Explanation:
As in the “closing range” problem

tive positions ofM andR that could
thegeographical plot, assumeM sta
along some radius on an unknow
knots. At the instantRpasses throu
at M2. At this instant the problem c
is not yet known. Assume thatM con
miles to the center of the circle wh
230˚, speed 18 knots. During the ti
ter,R opens 20 miles at 18 knots.

This then gives us the needed se
bearing 230˚. This position is then

Speed ofR
Speed ofM
---------------------------- 10 miles× 20 miles=

M1M2

rm
--------------- 12 miles

9.1 knots
---------------------- 78.8 minutes==

Speed ofR
Speed ofM
---------------------------- 1×
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CIFIED

limiting range indefinitely ifM1 falls outside
awn to the limiting range circle fromM' and if
d speed.

outside of a given range for maximum time,
sitions ofM andR that could existbefore the
raphical plot, assumeM starts from posi-
ng some radius on an unknown course at 9
sitionR2 along the given course 210˚, speed
tantM reaches the 10-mile circle atM2. At

s are satisfied although the solution for own
ring the time interval required forM to move
moves fromR' to R2, 20 miles at 18 knots

relative position,M' bearing 210˚, 20 miles
ferred to therelative plot.

0 miles 20 miles=
EXAMPLE 43

COURSE AT MAXIMUM SPEED TO REMAIN OUTSIDE OF A SPE
RANGE FOR MAXIMUM TIME

Situation:
ShipR bears 020˚, 14 miles from own shipM. R is on course 210˚, speed 18

knots. Maximum speed ofM is 9 knots.

Required:
Remain outside a 10-mile range fromR for as long as possible.
(1) Course at maximum speed.
(2) Bearing ofR upon arrival at specified range.
(3) Time interval before reaching specified range.

Solution:
(1) PlotR at the center andM1 bearing 200˚, 14 miles fromR. About R, de-

scribe circles of radius 9 knots and 10 miles. Drawer 210˚, speed 18 knots.
Along R’s course, plotM' 20 miles fromR.

Draw a line throughM' andM1 intersecting the 10-mile range circle atM2.
Throughr draw a line parallel to and in the direction ofM1M2 intersecting the
9-knot speed circle atm. Completion of the speed triangle producesem, the re-
quired course of 184˚.2 at 9 knots.

(2) Upon arrival at limiting range at pointM2, R is dead astern ofM bearing
004˚.2.

(3) The time interval outside of specified range is:

Note:
Own ship can remain outside the

the area between two tangents dr
R remains on the same course an

Answer:
(1) Course 184˚.
(2) Bearing 004˚.
(3) Time 30 minutes.

Explanation:
To determine a course to remain

determine hypothetical relative po
problem starts. Referring to thegeog
tion M' and proceeds outward alo
knots. IfRmoves toward its final po
18 knots, it should arrive atR2 the ins
this instant the problem condition
ship’s course is not yet known. Du
from M' to M2, 10 miles at 9 knots,R
along the given course 210˚.

This provides the needed second
from R'. This position is then trans

Speed ofR
Speed ofM
---------------------------- 10 miles× 20 miles=

M1M2

rm
--------------- 5.2 miles

10.7 knots
------------------------- 30 minutes==

Speed ofR
Speed ofM
---------------------------- 1×
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s and positions determined by the conditions

eed of advance of a ship zig-zagging are con-
and speed of a fictitious ship which departs

me simultaneously with the actual ship, and
tual ship at the same final position. The prin-
ples are just as valid for a fictitious ship as for
plot and speed triangle. Ageographical plot
.

VER

g 200˚, 10 miles fromR1. By measurement,
sfer this position to a relative plot withRat

˚, 32 miles fromR. Draw erf, the fictitious
off own ship’s final position,M2, 4 miles

0˚. Draw the relative movement lineM1M2

lative speed vector fromrf to its intersection
oducesem the required course of 316˚.
neuver can be obtained from the TDS scale
M of 11.8 knots which gives a time of 3.1
USE OF A FICTITIOUS SHIP

The examples given thus far in PART TWO have been confined to ships that
have either maintained constant courses and speeds during a maneuver or else
have engaged in a succession of such maneuvers requiring only repeated appli-
cation of the same principles. When one of the ships alters course and/or speed
during a maneuver, a preliminary adjustment is necessary before these princi-
ples can be applied.

This adjustment consists, in effect, of substituting afictitious ship for the
ship making the alteration. This fictitious ship is presumed to:

(1) maintain a constant course and speed throughout the problem (this is the
final course and speed of the actual ship).

(2) start and finish its run at time
established in the problem.

For example, the course and sp
sidered to be the constant course
from a given position at a given ti
arrives simultaneously with the ac
ciples discussed in previous exam
an actual ship, both in the relative
facilitates the solution of this type

EXAMPLE 44

ONE SHIP ALTERS COURSE AND/OR SPEED DURING MANEU

Situation:
At 0630 shipRbears 250˚, range 32 miles.R is on course 345˚, speed 15 knots

but at 0730 will change course to 020˚ and speed to 10 knots.

Required:
Own shipM take station 4 miles ahead ofR using 12 knots speed.
(1) Course to comply.
(2) Time to complete maneuver.

Solution:
Determine the 0630 position of a fictitious shipF that, by steering course 020˚

at speed 10 knots, will pass through the 0730 position simultaneously with the
actual ship. In this way thefictitious ship travels on a steady course of 020˚,
speed 10 knots throughout the problem.

(1) Construct ageographical plotwith RandR1 the 0630 and 0730 positions
respectively of shipR moving along course 345˚ at 15 knots. PlotF, the 0630

position of the fictitious ship bearin
F bears 304˚, 8.8 miles fromR. Tran
the center.

Plot own ship atM1 bearing 070
ship’s vector, 020˚, 10 knots. Lay
ahead ofF along its final course 02
and, parallel to it, construct the re
with the 12-knot circle atm. This pr

(2) The time to complete the ma
using MRM of 36.4 miles and SR
hours.

Answer:
(1) Course 316˚.
(2) Time 3 hours 6 minutes.
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UVER

on atM3 bearing 100˚, 12 miles fromF. Draw
, 18 knots. Fromrf1, construct the relative
3.8 knots in length. (MRM of 55.2 miles/4
equired course of 040˚, 10.8 knots.
0-1200 track, use a relative plot. Drawem2,
s 105˚, 15 knots. At this stage of the solution,

to maneuver relative to anew fictitious
0.8 knots from part (1) is the fictitious ship
ctitious ship’s vector. From pointm2 draw
ect the 15-knot speed circle atm3. Drawem3,
d byM in changing station.
draw a time line fromm2 using any conve-

hroughm1 drawm1Y parallel tom3X. Sim-
ne is divided into proportional time intervals
first leg: 1 hour 22 minutes. The remainder

ond leg.

ative construction of the time line as defined
line can be drawn to a convenient scale. The

onstructing similar triangles. See Note with
EXAMPLE 45

BOTH SHIPS ALTER COURSE AND/OR SPEED DURING MANE

Situation:
At 0800R is on course 105˚, speed 15 knots and will change course to 350˚,

speed 18 knots at 0930. Own shipM is maintaining station bearing 330˚, 4 miles
from R. M is ordered to take station bearing 100˚, 12 miles fromR, arriving at
1200.

Required:
(1) Course and speed forM to comply if maneuver is begun at 0800.
(2) Course forM to comply ifM delays the course change as long as possible

and remains at 15 knots speed throughout the maneuver.
(3) Time to turn to course determined in (2).

Solution:
Since the relative positions ofR andM at the beginning and end of the ma-

neuver and the time interval for the maneuver are given, the solution for (1) can
be obtained directly from ageographical plot. Solve the remainder of the prob-
lem using arelative plot.

(1) Using a geographical plot, lay outR’s 0800-1200 track through pointsR1,
R2, andR3. PlotM1 andM3 relative toR1 andR3, respectively. The course 040˚
from M1 to M3 can be measured directly from the plot.M will require a speed of
10.8 knots to move 43.4 miles in 4 hours.

This solution may be verified on a relative plot by means of a fictitious ship.
First, using a geographical plot, determine the 0800 position of afictitious ship
that, by steering 350˚, speed 18 knots, will pass through the 0930 position si-
multaneously withR. At 0800 own ship atM1 bears 322˚, 45.7 miles from the
fictitious ship atF1. Transfer these positions to a relative plot, placingF at the

center. Plot own ship’s 1200 positi
the fictitious ship’s vectorerf1 350˚
speed vector parallel toM1M3 and 1
hours = 13.8 knots.) Drawem1, the r

(2) To find the two legs ofM’s 080
own ship’s vector which is given a
disregardR and consider own shipM
ship. Own ship on course 040˚, 1
used. Label vectorem1 aserf2, the fi
a line throughrf2 extended to inters
the second course of 012˚ require

(3) To find the time on each leg
nient scale. Throughm3 drawm3X. T
ilar triangles exist; thus, the time li
for two legs. XY is the time on the
of the 4 hours is spent on the sec

Answer:
(1) Course 040˚, 10.8 knots.
(2) Course 012˚.
(3) Time 0922.

Note:
In the above example, an altern

in the glossary is used so that the
proportionality is maintained by c
example 47.
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RESENT

anged to “in” leg is 21.7 miles. Initial range

ent station, relative distances out and in are
ime varies inversely as speed:

specified time (3h) is obtained by simple pro-

e line is the line joining the heads of vectors
the head of vectorer into segments inverse-
by own shipR on the first (out) and second
alternative construction is used so that the line
le. The proportionality is maintained by con-

e speed (in)
e speed (out)
-------------------------------

rm1(in)

rm2(out)
---------------------=
EXAMPLE 46

COURSES AT A SPECIFIED SPEED TO SCOUT OUTWARD ON P
BEARING AND RETURN AT A SPECIFIED TIME

Situation:
Own shipM is maintaining station on the guideR which bears 110˚, range 5

miles. Formation course is 055˚, speed 15 knots.

Required:
Commencing at 1730, scout outward on present bearing and return to present

station at 2030. Use 20 knots speed.
(1) Course for first leg.
(2) Course for second leg.
(3) Time to turn.
(4) Maximum distance from the guide.

Solution:
(1) PlotR at the center andM1 bearing 290˚, 5 miles fromR. Draw er 055˚,

15 knots. The DRM “out” is along the bearing ofM from R. The DRM “in” is
along the bearing ofR from M. Throughr draw a line parallel to the DRM’s and
intersecting the 20-knot circle atm1 andm2. Vectorrm1 is the DRM “out”. Vec-
tor em1 is 327˚.8, the course “out”.

(2) Vectorrm2 is the DRM “in”. Vectorem2 is 072˚, the course “in”.
(3) To find the time on each leg, draw a time line fromm1 using any conve-

nient scale. Throughm2 drawm2X. Throughr drawrY parallel tom2X. Similar
triangles exist; thus, the time line is divided into proportional time intervals for
the two legs. XY is the time on the first leg, 41 minutes. The remainder of the
time is spent on the second leg returning to station.

(4) Range ofR when course is ch
+ (rm1 x time on “out” leg).

Answer:
(1) Course 328˚.
(2) Course 072˚.
(3) Time 1811.
(4) Distance 21.7 miles.

Explanation:
Since own shipR returns to pres

equal. In going equal distances, t

Therefore, the time out part of the
portion or graphically.

As defined in the glossary, the tim
em1 andem2. This line is divided by
ly proportional to the times spent
(in) legs. In the above example an
can be drawn to a convenient sca
structing similar triangles.

time (out)
time (in)
----------------------- relativ

relativ
---------------=
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HIN A

course out: 049˚. Vectorem2 is the course

.2 knot circle which is the minimum speed

me line using any convenient scale. Draw
point Y divides the time line into parts that
lative speedsrfm1 andrfm2. XY the time “in”
3 hours 39 minutes. Time on each leg may
ly by the formula MRM/SRM = time.

7˚.

s.

lossary, is the line joining the heads of vec-
ead of the fictitious ship vectorerf. This time
ictitious ship vector into segments inversely
 the unit on the first and second legs.
ative construction of the time line is used so
nvenient scale. The proportionality is main-
gles.
EXAMPLE 47

COURSES AND MINIMUM SPEED TO CHANGE STATIONS WIT
SPECIFIED TIME, WHILE SCOUTING ENROUTE

Situation:
Own shipM bears 130˚, 8 miles from the guideR which is on course 040˚,

speed 12 knots.

Required:
Proceed to new station bearing 060˚, 10 miles from the guide, passing through

a point bearing 085˚, 25 miles from the guide. Complete the maneuver in 4.5
hours using minimum speed.

(1) First and second courses forM.
(2) Minimum speed.
(3) Time to turn to second course.

Solution:
(1) PlotM1, M2 andM3 at 130˚, 8 miles; 085˚, 25 miles; and 060˚, 10 miles

from R, respectively. Drawer 040˚, 12 knots. Fromr draw lines of indefinite
length parallel to and in the direction ofM1M2 andM2M3. Assume that aficti-
tious ship, F, departsM1 simultaneously withM and proceeds directly toM3 ar-
riving at the same time asM which traveled throughM2 enroute. The fictitious
ship covers a relative distance of 10.5 miles in 4.5 hours. SRM of the fictitious
ship is 2.3 knots. Throughr drawrrf , the relative speed vector, 2.3 knots parallel
to and in the direction ofM1M3. Vectorerf is the true course and speed vector
of the fictitious ship. Withrf as a pivot, rotate a straight line so that it intersects
the two previously drawn lines on the same speed circle. The points of intersec-

tion arem1 andm2. Vectorem1 is the
in: 316˚.9.

(2) Pointsm1 andm2 lie on the 17
to complete the maneuver.

(3) Fromm2 lay off a 4.5 hour ti
m1X. Draw rfY parallel tom1X. The
are inversely proportional to the re
is 51 minutes. Ym2 the time “out” is
also be determined mathematical

Answer:
(1) First course 049˚, second 31
(2) Speed 17.2 knots.
(3) Time 3 hours and 39 minute

Note:
The time line, as defined in the g

torsem1 andem2 and touching the h
line is divided by the head of the f
proportional to the times spent by

In the above example, an altern
that the line can be drawn to a co
tained by constructing similar trian
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norkel Approach (LLSNA).
urfaced Approach (LLSA).

aneuvering board and draw the vector “er”
Z for the assumed effective torpedo firing
speed (e.g., 30 knots). From “r” describe an
ssumed submerged speed. Draw the tangent
lel this vector to the TDZ. By extending the
e formation course vector, the other limiting
d (the area enclosed by the Limiting Lines of
nd the aft perimeter of the TDZ defines the
s (2) through (4) use the similar construction
struct the LLQA, LLSNA and LLSA using

.

ubmarine maintains a constant speed through-
EXAMPLE 48

LIMITING LINES OF APPROACH

Situation:
A circular formation of ships 4 miles across, with guideR the center is pro-

ceeding on course 000˚, 15 knots. An enemy torpedo firing submarine is sus-
pected to be in a position some distance ahead of the formation with a maximum
speed capability corresponding to modes of operation of:

Note:
The maximum speeds above were chosen for example purposes and should

NOTbe used as real estimates. Consult appropriate intelligence publications on
individual submarines for correct speeds.

Required:
(1) Construct Limiting Lines of Submerged Approach (LLSUA).
(2) Construct Limiting Lines of Quiet Approach (LLQA).

(3) Construct Limiting Lines of S
(4) Construct Limiting Lines of S

Solution:
(1) Plot R at the center of the m

000˚, 15 knots. Construct the TD
range (e.g., 5 miles) and torpedo
arc (with radius of 5 knots), the a
vector“emsu” to the arc and paral
parallel vector until it intersects th
line to the TDZ can be constructe
Submerged Approach (LLSUA) a
submarine Danger Zone). Solution
principles as in solution (1) to con
their respective assumed speeds

Note:
This construction assumes the s

out the approach.

Submerged (SU) speed: 5 knots
Quiet (Q) speed: 8 knots
Snorkel (SN) speed: 10 knots
Surfaced (S) speed: 12 knots
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e formation around AP. Construct the TDZ
at a distance equal to the maximum effective
from the perimeter of the formation. The area
e formation in its original position aroundR.

were chosen for example purposes only and
tes. Consult appropriate intelligence publica-
edoes for correct ranges and speeds.

Maximum Effective Torpedo

ring Range Formation Speed×
Torpedo Speed

----------------------------------------------------------------
EXAMPLE 49

TORPEDO DANGER ZONE (TDZ)

Situation:
A circular formation of ships 4 miles across, with guideRat the center is pro-

ceeding on course 000˚, at 15 knots. An enemy torpedo carrying submarine is
suspected of being in the area with weapon parameters of:

Required:
Torpedo Danger Zone (TDZ)

Solution:
Plot R at the center of the maneuvering board. Calculate the formation’s ad-

vanced position (i.e.,R’s future position along the formation direction of ad-
vance if a torpedo is fired whenR was located at board center) by:

Label this position AP and plot th
outer boundary by plotting points
torpedo firing range (e.g., 5 miles)
enclosed is the TDZ relative to th

Note:
The torpedo range and speed

should not be used as real estima
tions on individual submarine torp

Maximum effective torpedo firing range: 5 miles
Speed: 30 knots

Advanced Position
Fi

-------=
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vering board. Since the enemy’s missile trav-
eed, the formation will not appreciably ad-
f flight. The missile’s maximum effective
the perimeter of the formation and plotted

nclosed is the MDZ.

ere chosen for example purposes only and
tes. Consult appropriate intelligence publica-
siles for correct ranges and speeds.
EXAMPLE 50

MISSILE DANGER ZONE (MDZ)

Situation:
A circular formation of ships 4 miles across with guideRat the center is pro-

ceeding on course 000˚ at 15 knots. An enemy missile carrying submarine is
suspected of being in the area with weapon parameters of:

Required:
Missile Danger Zone (MDZ)

Solution:
PlotRat the center of the maneu

els at 40 times the formation’s sp
vance during the missile’s time o
firing range (20 miles) is added to
around the formation. The area e

Note:
The missile range and speed w

should not be used as real estima
tions on individual submarine mis

Maximum effective missile firing range: 20 miles
Speed: 600 mph
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Required:
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